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Abstract 

The Moloko verb phrase is as complex as its vowel inventory is simple. While the 
language has only one phonemic vowel (but ten phonetic vowels), a study of the intricacies 
of its verb phrase morphology reveals an even greater diversity of grammatical functions. 
This paper looks at some of these complexities of the verb phrase in Moloko (Chadic Biu-
Mandara A5), and SVO language. Verbs are built on a consonantal skeleton with a 
superimposed tonal melody. The system is aspectual and modal, not based on tense. Tone on 
the subject prefix realises aspect, and vowel quality realises mood. There is a rich verbal 
morphology, with verbal extensions expressing the perfect aspect, as well as the direction 
and location of the action. A flexible valence system allows variations in transitivity for a 
given verb with no morphological marking. Ideophones figure greatly in the expression of 
the action. Reduplication in the verb stem expresses repetitive and iterative aspects. 
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1. Introduction 
The Moloko verb phrase is as complex as its vowel inventory is simple. While the 

language has only one phonemic vowel (but ten phonetic vowels), a study of the intricacies 
of its verb phrase morphology reveals an even greater diversity of grammatical functions. 
Typical of a Chadic language, Moloko has a variety of extensions that modify the sense of the 
verb stem. It has six extensions that specify location, direction, and perfect aspect. 
Grammatical tone differentiates imperfective and perfective aspects. Vowel changes in the 
subject prefix indicate mood. A flexible valence system allows variations in transitivity for a 
given verb with no morphological marking. Reduplication in the verb stem expresses 
repetitive and iterative aspects. This paper looks at some of these complexities of the verb 
phrase in Moloko, an SVO language.  

This paper is divided into eight main sections. The first section notes the 
classification and location of the language, previous research, and the major features of 
Moloko phonology that relate to the verb. The second section outlines the structural features 
of the verb stem. The morphology of the verb is then described in section three, with special 
attention to the pronominal affixes, derived forms, and aspect and mood markings. The 
fourth section describes the verb and intermediate constituents that include the extensions 
and the direct object pronouns. The verb phrase proper is considered in section five. The 
sixth section describes three complex verb constructions where two verbs are juxtaposed. 
The seventh section looks at how the various aspects and moods interact with one another, 
and the eighth section, valency changing. 

Megan Mamalis was the primary researcher for the tone portions of this paper and 
Dianne Friesen was the primary researcher for the rest. The analysis comes out of life among 
the Moloko people (over six years for Dianne and one year for Megan) and draws from over 
twenty narrative and hortatory texts. The two investigators collaborated extensively in the 
write-up; they appreciate the expertise of Dr. Aaron Shryock, who consulted the work.  

1.1. The Moloko Language 
Moloko is classified by ALCAM1 as [154] Chadic family, Biu Mandara (central) 

branch, center-west sub-branch, Wandala-Mafa group, Mafa-south sub-group (A5). The 
Ethnologue classifies it as Chadic Biu-Mandara A5.  

There are about 10,000–12,000 speakers of this language. Most live near Moloko 
mountain, 30 km north of Maroua, the capital of the Far North Province of the Republic of 
Cameroon. Some have emigrated from the region and are found in small communities in and 
around the cities of Maroua, Garoua, and Yaoundé. 

The history of the development of the Moloko language can be traced in the 
literature. It has been surveyed2 and classified3 fairly recently. A phonology was written in 

                                     
1 Dieu and Renaud 1983. 
2 Bradley 1992. 
3 Bow 1997a. 
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19974 and the vowel system was further studied and published as a thesis in 2002.5 A small 
lexicon was published in 20006, an orthography was proposed in 20017.An initial analysis of 
lexical tone in nouns was written up in 20028. Several publications of interlinearized texts9 
and a document with some fables and cultural commentaries concerning them10 have been 
prepared. 

Until this year, the only literature touching on the syntax of Moloko was in Catherine 
Bow’s phonology sketch in which she explored the grammar of verbs in relation to tone, and 
also in a few comparative studies of several Chadic languages including Moloko.11 Rossing 
described Moloko noun prefixes and suffixes, plural and adjective markers, and pronouns. He 
mentioned a nominalising prefix on the verb stem that formed the infinitive. Concurrent to 
the present work, Virginia Boyd drafted a paper concerning some aspects of the grammar 
Moloko.12 Her findings on the verb phrase were incorporated into this paper and her work 
cited.  

Much work has been done on the verb phrase in languages related to Moloko, 
including Mbuku,13 Muyang,14 Mofu,15 and Ouldeme.16 A book on Miya grammar17 was also 
valuable in writing this paper. Analogous features have been found in the verb phrases of 
many Chadic languages.  

1.2. Phonology 
Bow described the phonology of Moloko, compiling a database that included 400 

verbs in the process.18 Boyd modified and extended the database and furthered Bow’s work, 
studying mainly nouns. Their work was the foundation of all of the phonological work 
reported in this paper, including tone. A list of verbs from their database is included in 
appendix A. Imperative forms are given for the verbs, as well as underlying form (including 
syllable pattern and prosody) and underlying tone.  

The phonology section of the present paper discusses the consonant skeleton of the 
verb stem, how verbs in particular are affected by lexical tone and labialisation or 
palatalisation harmony. It also discusses syllable structure, including restrictions on 
consonants and vowels in the syllable and in the word.  

                                     
4 Bow 1997c. 
5 Bow 1999. 
6 Starr 2000. 
7 Friesen 2001. 
8 Boyd 2002. 
9 Boyd 2001, Oumar and Boyd 2002, Holmaka and Boyd 2002, Holmaka 2002. 
10 Friesen 2003. 
11 Rossing 1978, Blama 1980, and de Colombel 1982. 
12 Boyd 2003. 
13 Gravina 2001. 
14 Smith 2002, Smith, in progress. 
15 Hollingsworth 1991 
16 Kinnaird and Kinnaird 1998. 
17 Shuh 1998. Miya is also a Chadic language. 
18 Bow 1997. The database has approximately 1,500 words. 
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1.2.1. Phonemes 
Moloko has thirty-one consonantal phonemes, listed in table 1.19 The consonants in 

examples in the paper are written according to the phonemic transcription as in table 1.20 

Table 1. Segment inventory 
1   Labial Alveolar Velar Labio-velar Laryngeal 

 -voice p t k k  

 +voice b d    
Stops nasal m n    
 pre-nasal mb nd       
 implosive      
 -voice  ts    
Affricates +voice  dz    
 pre-nasal  ndz    
Fricatives -voice f s   h, h 
 +voice v z    
Lateral  -voice      
fricatives +voice      
Lateral 
approximant 

  l    

Approximants   j  w  
Vibrant    r    

 
The phonemes /n/ and /h/ both have word final variants: [N] and [x], respectively. 

The alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/ and affricates /ts/, /dz/, and /ndz/ have the following 
respective allophones in palatalised words: [, , t, d, n]. The velars /k/, //, //, and the 
laryngeal /h/ have rounded allophones found in labialised words, which are the same 
phonetically as the labialised velar phonemes: /k/, //, //,  and the labialised laryngeal 
/h/. 

The orthography represents all phonemes and word-level processes.  

Table 2. Orthographic representation 
Phoneme Orthographic 

Representation 
Phoneme Orthographic 

Representation 

ts c j y 

dz j k kw/ko* 

ndz nj  gw/go 

 sl h hw/ho 

 zl    ngw/ngo 

              *In palatalised words, labialised velars are spelled with a ‘w’. 

                                     
19 There is also a labio-dental flap /vb/ found only in some ideophones. This is typical of Chadic languages. 
20 Adapted from Bow’s phonology, Bow 1997c. 
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Symbols in table 2 are as in table 1, with the following exceptions: concerning vowel 
phonemes, ten phonetic vowels realize the phonemic vowel /a/.21 The epenthetic vowel [] 
is written as a separate symbol in the orthography for ease of reading. The vowel and the 
epenthetic [] are both altered by word-level processes22 as illustrated in table 3. The [] can 
also be assimilated to a neighbouring approximant: it is realised as [i] when it occurs beside 
/j/ and as [u] when it occurs beside /w/ or a labialised velar.  

Table 3. Vowel inventory 
 /a/ epenthetic  

No word-level process a  

Labialisation  o / ç U 

Palatalisation e /   

Palatalisation and adjacent to 
a labial consonant 

œ y 

Adjacent to /w/ a u 

Adjacent to /j/ a i 

The working orthography for Moloko indicates these word-level processes by the full 
vowels in the citation form of the words (‘e’ for palatalisation, ‘o’ for labialisation, ‘a’ for no 
process).23 The result is four orthographic vowels (a, e, o, ).  

For the purposes of this paper, word-level processes will be indicated using the 
phonetic representation. All consonantal and vowel allophones will be indicated for the sake 
of the reader. When the underlying form is cited, its prosody will be marked by a 
superscripted ‘y’ or ‘w’ after the word, and only full vowels will be written (as ‘a’).  

1.2.2. Labialisation and palatalisation harmony 
There are two major parts to Moloko phonology in addition to the segments: 

labialisation/palatalisation processes (also called prosodies) and tone. Labialisation and 
palatalisation are features that are applied to an entire word. They change the quality of all 
vowels (including schwas) and some consonants in that word. These processes spread 
leftwards and affect all morphemes within a word. Vowels become fronted under the 
palatalisation process or rounded under the labialisation process, and they are raised in 
either case.24 

                                     
21 An analysis by Bow (1999) using Optimality Theory failed to discern whether Moloko has one or two 
underlying vowels (/a/, or /a/ and //). For the purposes of this paper, the // is considered as epenthetic 
since its presence is predictable, and /a/ is the only underlying vowel. 
22 For more information on the labialisation and palatalisation processes, see section 1.2.2. 
23 Schwas are all written  since their allophones are predictable from the word prosody and surrounding 
consonants. 
24 See table 3 in previous section. 
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Palatalisation in verbs is accompanied by a suffix, [-e] on the stem. The whole word 
harmonizes, as seen in example 1. 

1. n-tk-e 
1s-move-e 
‘I moved.’ 

 
The -e suffix drops off (and with it the palatalisation) whenever there is another 

suffix or clitic attached to the verb stem.  

2. n-tsk =va 
1s-move PERF 
‘I moved already.’ 

 

1.2.3. Tone 
In addition to her published manuscripts and thesis, Bow left a database and an 

extensive series of observations relating to lexical and grammatical tone in Moloko nouns 
and verbs. Boyd expanded and modified her database according to her observations and 
wrote up an initial analysis of tone in noun phrases.25 They describe three phonetic tones (H, 
M, and L) but only two phonemic tones. The phonetic M and L tones both represent an 
underlying L tone; the difference is that phonetic L tone is caused by the presence of 
depressor consonants. Bow26 described three different categories of verbs, those with 
underlying high tone, those with underlying low tone, and those with no underlying tone at 
all (toneless). All researchers noted the significance of depressor consonants in altering the 
underlying tones in a word.  

In this paper, lexical tone will be noted when relevant.27 Grammatical tone 
differences are seen between imperfective and perfective aspects. In the paper, the tone 
patterns will be indicated on the words where necessary using accent marks for H, M, and L 
tone (   ,   ,   ). 

1.2.4. Syllable types 
The following summary is based on Bow,28 with additional information for verbs as 

noted. The basic syllable in Moloko has a consonantal onset, a vocalic nucleus, and an 
optional consonantal coda: CV(C).  

CV is the most common syllable type in the language. It appears in any position 
within the word. In nouns, CV syllables have no segmental restrictions, allowing any 
consonant and vowel combination.29 In verbs, any consonant phoneme is permitted as the 
onset of a CV syllable. Almost all verbs phonetically ending in CV are palatalised. 30 The -e is 

                                     
25 Boyd 2002. 
26 1997c. 
27 Sometimes tone data was not available in the data. 
28 1997c. 
29 The final syllable in an utterance is stressed in pronunciation, which will change an utterance-final schwa 
to its full vowel counterpart.  
30 The only non-palatalised verb stems ending in CV end in ‘ja’, e.g., haja ‘grind’, ndaja ‘be located’, sija ‘cut’. 
These probably represent stems with ‘y’ as second consonant (there are no other stems ending in ‘y’). 
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interpreted as a suffix since it drops off (like the -j suffix) whenever there is another affix or 
clitic attached to the verb.31  

CVC syllables occur word finally, and also word medially if the coda is /l/. There are 
no restrictions on consonantal onsets for nouns, but verb stems beginning with /n/ or /r/ are 
rare. Bow found that voiced stops and pre-nasalised consonants do not appear in the coda for 
nouns, i.e., /b, mb, d, nd, dz, nz, , , , /. Word final consonants in verb stems exclude 
all of the above and also exclude affricates /ts/ and /dz/, and /w/. Final consonants in verb 
stems that take the /-j/ suffix are much less restricted than either normal verb stems or 
nouns—only prenasalised obstruents are excluded. This is because final consonants of /-j/ 
stems are never word final since either /-j/, another suffix, or a clitic is attached.32 Thus the 
/-j/ suffix has a function in allowing certain consonants in stem final position which would 
otherwise not be allowed, specifically, voiced stops. It is still a mystery why the /-j/ suffix 
should affix itself to other consonants already permitted word finally.33  

V syllables, occurring in word initial position only, are most likely to have come from 
what was once a separate morpheme—the /a-/ prefix in nouns, and the third singular prefix 
in verbs. 

A list of verbs with imperative form, underlying form showing syllable pattern and 
prosody, and underlying tone is included in appendix A. 

2. Structural Features of the Verb Stem 
In order to pronounce a verb in Moloko, a speaker needs to know:  

• the consonantal skeleton of the verb  

• if the stem has an underlying vowel  

• if the stem carries an a- prefix  

• if the stem carries the -j suffix  

• whether the stem is labialised, palatalised, or neither  

• the tone pattern of the stem (high, low, or toneless).  

2.1. The Consonantal Skeleton 
Like other Afroasiatic lexemes, Moloko verb stems are built on a consonant skeleton. 

This consonantal skeleton consists of one to four consonants, though a skeleton of two 
consonants is most common. The consonants in a verb stem can be identified from the 2s 
imperative form, with examples in table 4. 

                                     
31 For a full discussion of the -j suffix, see section 2.4. 
32 See discussion in -j suffix, section 2.4. 
33 See further discussion in section 2.4. 
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Table 4. Consonantal skeleton 
2s imperative form Consonants 

Gas !  
‘Catch’  

g-s 

Mndzar ! 
‘Look ! ’ 

m-nj-r 

e ! 
‘Drink !’ 

s34 

ge! 
‘Bring!’ 

-g 

Zom! 
‘Eat!’ 

z-m 

Talaj! 
‘Walk!’ 

t-l35 

Ndooj 
‘Explode!’ 

nd- 

aj 
‘Kill!’ 

 

te 
‘Understand!’ 

tsan36 

2.2. Stem Vowel 
As can be seen in table 3, vowels are not a necessary part of a Moloko verb stem. In 

fact, no Moloko verb has more than one internal (i.e., non-affix) vowel.37 If a stem vowel is 
present, it immediately precedes the final stem consonant, so possible verb stems could take 
the following forms (disregarding affixes): C, CC, CaC, CCC, CCaC, CCCaC.38 Where there are 
no vowels, an epenthetic schwa is inserted between certain consonant clusters to facilitate 
pronunciation.  

The internal vowel in the verb stem (if any) can be determined from the infinitive 
(nominalised) form. Palatalisation of the infinitive changes an underlying /a/ to [e] and 
epenthetic schwa to []. The following table gives several examples. 

                                     
34 [] is an allophone of /s/ caused by word-level palatalisation, see section 1.2.1.  
35 Note that final j is not part of the consonantal skeleton, but rather is a suffix. See section 2.4.  
36 Stems ending in ‘n’ are all palatalised, e.g., cen ‘understand’, cdzen ‘lose’, ndzeren ‘groan’, mbesen ‘relax’, 
ndeen ‘make cold’, éren ‘count’, mbeten ‘put out’, and mbezen ‘spoil’. We interpret these verbs as having ‘n’ 
as final consonant because the n cannot be interpreted as direct or indirect object and also there are no 
other stems which end in ‘n’.  
37 Bow 1997c:24. 
38 All four-consonant stems have one internal vowel.  
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Table 5. Presence or absence of internal vowel 
2s imperative Infinitive Consonantal skeleton 

with stem vowel 
Gloss 

tar mtre /tr/ enter 

taraj mtere /tar/-j call 

hmaj mhme /h-m/-j run 

ndooj mndee /ndaw/ explode 

mndzar mmndzre /m-ndz-r/ see 

mndatsaj m mndete /m-ndac/-j gather 

e msije39 /sy/ drink 

aj mije // kill 

 

2.3. Initial Vowel 
Some bi-consonantal verbs take subject prefixes with full vowels instead of the 

epenthetic schwa. The presence of this /a-/ prefix can be seen in the infinitive form, with an 
example in table 6. 

Table 6. Presence or absence of initial vowel 
Infinitive Underlying form Gloss 

mndewe /ndaw y/ swallow 

mendewe /a-ndaw y/ insult 

 

Bow has proposed that these represent a separate class of verbs. The following table 
showing minimal pairs for /a-/ prefix is adapted from Bow.40 

Table 7. Determining presence of /a-/ prefix—minimal pairs 
UF Gloss Infinitive Underlying tone of stem* 
/r/ pierce [mr] H 
/a-r/ kick [mr] L 

/tsah/ ask [mth] H 
/ a-tsah/ scar [mth] L 

/law/ hang [mlw] L 
/a-law/ mate [mlw] L 

/kw/ get drunk [mkuw] L 
/a-kw/ search [mkuw] L 

                         *The table illustrates that the /a-/ prefix is somewhat associated with the underlying 
                            tone of the stem. More study is needed. 

The /a-/ prefix correlates with the tone of the verb—all /a-/ prefix verb stems have 
underlying low tone. However, there are many low tone verbs that don’t have the /a-/ prefix. 

                                     
39 The -ije ending of some infinitives is discussed in section 3.3.1. 
40 1997c:25. 
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Verbs with the /a-/ prefix and presence of depressor consonants in the verb stem are 
somewhat related for two-consonant low tone verb stems. All two-consonant low tone verb 
stems which have depressor consonants also have the /a-/ prefix. The converse is not true, 
however. Twenty-five verbs which do not have any depressor consonants do have the /a-/ 
prefix (these are the a-CaC-j verbs).41 

Note that the /a-/ prefix carries very little lexical weight. There appears to be no 
semantic reason for its presence and it loses contrast in the hortative mood.42 

2.4. /-j/ Suffix 
Some verb forms carry the suffix /-j/. This suffix allows certain consonants to be verb 

stem final which would otherwise not be permitted.43 However, for many verbs, it appears to 
be simply a place-holding suffix that drops off whenever there are other extensions attached 
to the verb. Because it is word-final, whenever the verb is pronounced in isolation, the 
syllable is stressed and takes a full vowel and is therefore pronounced [aj]. Whenever the 
verb is in context, the vowel drops and an epenthetic schwa remains, rendering the 
pronunciation [i]. 

3. [a-pa-aj] 
3s-crunch-j 
‘he crunches’ 

 
4. [a-pa-i ee] 

3s-crunch-j meat 
‘he crunches meat’ 

2.5. Labialisation/Palatalisation 
Moloko verb stems are labialised, palatalised, or neither.44 

5. [say] /s/-j ‘cut’ labialised 
6. [e] /sy/ ‘drink’ palatalised 
7. [sooj] /saw/-j ‘suck’ neither 

 
Almost all palatalised verbs end in the suffix [-e] (/-ay/),45 and almost all non-

palatalised verbs end with a consonant.46 Labialisation and palatalisation carry very little 
lexical weight, and contrast is lost in some contexts. Labialisation and palatalisation is lost 
when most suffixes47 or clitics are added; compare examples 1 and 2.  

                                     
41 See also table 12 on two-consonant verb tone patterns, page 17. 
42 See section 3.4.3. 
43 See section 1.2.4. 
44 The effects of labialisation and palatisation are discussed in detail in section 3.1. 
45 There is a small set of palatalised stems whose final consonant is /n/. 
46 Only non-palatalised verbs whose last consonant is /j/ will end in a vowel (e.g., ahaja ‘she grinds’). 
47 The indirect object suffix does not always influence the verb, see section 3.2 and 3.3.2. 
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2.6. Tone Classes 
Verbs in Moloko belong to one of three possible underlying tone classes: high, low, or 

toneless,48 as in table 7. 

Table 7. Tone class 
Tone class Imperative form Stem Potential form*  Gloss 

High dar /d-r/ na-dar burn 

Low dar-aj /a-dar/-j na-dar-aj plant 

Toneless dar /d-r/ na-dar recoil 

     *The potential is the hortative form in the imperfective aspect, discussed in section 3.4.3. 

The Low tone verb category is subdivided phonetically into Mid and Low by the 
presence or absence of one or more of the class of consonants known as depressor 
consonants. Depressor consonants include all voiced obstruents except implosives and nasals 
(i.e., b, d, , w, dz, v, , z, mb, nd, , w ). For verbs of underlying H tone or toneless, the 
presence or absence of depressor consonants makes no difference to the surface form of the 
melody. This analysis accounts for between 90 and 95 percent of the verbs in the Moloko 
database.  

The underlying tone of a verb is entirely predictable for certain verbs. Verbs of three 
or four consonants, and bi-consonantal verbs with the /a-/ prefix, always have underlying 
low tone, as do single-consonant verbs with the /-j/ ending. These three categories include 
about 45 percent of the verbs in the current database. Only two consonant stems with no  
/a-/ prefix allow all underlying tone patterns. See table 8. 

Table 8. Underlying tone for different syllable patterns 
Underlying tone of 316 verbs Consonant 

skeleton H  L Toneless 

C-j Ø 7 verbs Ø 

C-e 4 verbs 8 verbs Ø 

2 consonant verbs 36 verbs 49 verbs 38 verbs 

/a-/ prefix verbs 
(all have 2 
consonants) 

Ø 82 verbs Ø 

3 consonant verbs Ø 58 verbs Ø 

4 consonant verbs Ø 12 verbs Ø 

 
The tone of other verbs, that is, all non-a-prefix bi-consonantal verbs, and single-

consonant palatalised verbs, can be identified by comparing the 2s imperative and potential 
forms. The potential form has a high tone on the person prefix. If the tone melody of the 
stem is high on both forms, that is, the potential form is identical to the imperative except for 
the prefix, then that stem is H. If the tone melody is low on both forms, then the stem is L.   

                                     
48 Bow 1997c. 
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If the tone melody of the stem syllable(s) changes, (high following the high tone of potential, 
but low in the imperative) that verb is toneless.  

Table 9 gives examples for each of these cases. The phonetic tone is given for each 
form, as well as the underlying tone. The tone on the /-j/ syllable is in parentheses. 

Table 9. Tone patterns for verb stems of different syllable types 
CV pattern Stem Gloss Imperative Potential Underlying tone 

b-j light (L) H(L) L 

g-e do H HH H 

C 

d-e cook L HL L 

mb-r heal, cure H HH H 

m-t die M HM L 

CC 

g-s catch L HH Ø 

CaC tsar taste good M HM L 

a-CaC-j a-pas-j spread out M(H) HM(H) L 

ndzak-j find H(H) HH(H) H CaC-j 

nda-j like, love L(M) HH(M) Ø 

CCC-j d-b-n-j learn LL(M) HHL(M) L 

CCCaC-j b-dz-gam-j crawl LLL(M) HLLL(M) L 

 
In the case of a one-syllable stem, there are only H and L tones.49 The two possible 

tone melodies are seen with this minimal pair in table 10. 

Table 10. Tone patterns in one-syllable Ce stems 
Tone class Imperative form Stem Potential form Gloss 

H ndzé ndz na:ndze suffice, leave 

L ndzè ndz na:ndze sit 

 
Table 11 shows that tone patterns are even more restricted for C-j verb stems. These 

verb stems are only low tone. 

                                     
49 One possible exception is /dz/-j, which may be toneless. 
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Table 11. One-consonant verb tone patterns 
L  Syllable pattern and 

aspect/mood 
H 

- depressor 
consonants 

+ depressor 
consonants 

Toneless 

Imperative ge  
‘do, make’ 

e 
‘drink’ 

de  
‘prepare’ 

Ø Ce (12, 
all 
palatal) Potential ke:ge 

‘you will do’ 
ke:e 
‘you will drink’ 

ke:de 
‘you will prepare’ 

Ø 

Imperative Ø paj  
‘open’ 

baj  
‘light’ 

Ø C-j (7) 

Potential Ø ka:paj 
‘you will open’ 

ka:baj 
‘you will light’ 

Ø 

 
For two-consonant verbs, all /a-/ prefix verbs are low tone. The other verbs may 

have any underlying tone, as seen in table 11. 

Table 12. Two-consonant verb tone patterns 
L Syllable pattern and 

aspect/mood 
H 

- depressor 
consonants 

+ depressor 
consonants 

Toneless 

Imperative mbar ‘heal, 
cure’ 
(most end in –r) 

mat ‘die’ Ø gas ‘catch’ CC (46) 

Potential ka:mbar   
‘you will heal’ 

ka:mat 
‘you will die’ 

Ø ka:gas 
‘you will get’ 

Imperative Ø tsar ‘taste good’ Ø har ‘make’ CaC (12, 
no 
counterpar
t /a-/ 
prefix 
forms) 

Potential Ø ka:tsar 
‘you will taste 
good’ 

Ø ka:har 
‘you will 
make’ 

Imperative glaj ‘defend’; 
(only example) 

raj ‘be 
beautiful’ 

Ø hmaj ‘run’ CC-j (21) 

Potential ka:glaj  
‘you will defend’ 

ka:raj 
‘you will be 
beautiful’ 

Ø ka:hmaj 
‘you will run’ 

Imperative balaj  
‘wash’ 

makaj  
‘stop’ 

Ø awaj  
‘fear’ 

CaC-j (59) 

Potential ka:balaj 
‘you will wash’ 

ka:makaj 
‘you will leave’ 

Ø ka:awaj 
‘you will 
fear’ 

Imperative Ø Ø dal  
‘surpass’ 

Ø a-CC (4) 

Potential Ø Ø ka:dal 
‘you will 
surpass’ 

Ø 
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Imperative Ø slaj ‘fry’  

only example 
graj  
‘frighten’ 

Ø a-CC-j (18) 

Potential Ø ka:slaj 
‘you will fry’  

ka:graj 
‘you will fear’ 

Ø 

Imperative Ø pasaj  
‘spread out’ 

daraj  
‘plant’ 

Ø a-CaC-j 
(60) 

Potential Ø ka:pasaj 
‘you will spread 
out’ 

ka:daraj 
‘you will plant’ 
 

Ø 

 
In the case of a three-(or more) syllable stem, all of which are low tone,50 the first 

tone (L or M, depending on the presence or absence of depressor consonants) is repeated on 
all but the last syllable, the /-j/ suffix, which is mid or high.  

Table 13. Three-consonant verb tone patterns 
 H L Toneless 

Imperative Ø skm  
‘buy’ 

dzgr  
‘look after’ 

Ø CCC (4) 

Potential Ø ka:skm 
‘you will buy’ 

ka:dzgr 
‘you will shepherd’ 

Ø 

Imperative Ø tkar  
‘try, taste’ 

mndzar  
‘see’ 

Ø CCaC (7) 

Potential Ø ka:tkar 
‘you will try’ 

ka:mndzar 
‘you will see’ 

Ø 

Imperative Ø tsfaj  
‘ask’ 

dbnaj  
‘teach, learn’ 

Ø CCC-j (6) 

Potential Ø ka:tsfaj 
‘you will ask’ 

ka:dbnaj  
‘you will learn’ 

Ø 

Imperative Ø pkaj  
‘wake’ 

vnahaj  
‘vomit’ 

Ø CCaC-j 
(41) 

Potential Ø pa:kaj  
‘you will wake’ 

ka:vnahaj 
‘you will vomit’ 

Ø 

 
Table 14. Four-consonant verb tone patterns 

 H L Toneless 

CCCaC-j (12, includes 
some CLCaC-j) 

Ø ndlkaaj ‘lick’* Ø 

*The depressor consonant split is not so clear for these twelve verbs. 

 
The examples above are summarized in table 15, which shows the tone pattern on 

the stem for the imperative and potential forms for the three underlying tone forms. All verbs 
in each class have the same pattern, as follows (note that the tone in parentheses is the tone 
on the -j suffix, if there is one). 

                                     
50 Verbs with /l/ as the second C and with the /-j/ suffix all have an unknown underlying tone, e.g., slaj 
‘cross ankles’, and so are not included in the analysis. 
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Table 15. Summary of tone patterns for the three tone classes 
Underlying tone Phonetic tone in imperative 

form 
Phonetic tone in potential 
form 

H H(H) H(H) 

L without depressor consonants in 
stem 

M(H) HM(H) 

L with depressor consonants in 
stem 

L(M) HL(M) 

Toneless L(M) H(H) 

 
The toneless verbs take on the tone of the subject prefix. The high tone of the 

potential on the subject prefix spreads to the stem. For the imperative, a default low tone is 
applied to the stem.  

3. Morphology of the Verb Word 
After looking at the phonemic reasons for determining word breaks in the verb 

phrase, the morphology of the verb word is studied. The verb stem can take up to one prefix 
and one suffix.  

Affixes on the stem include subject affixes (usually expressing the agent) and object 
suffixes (expressing patient, recipient, or beneficiary, depending on the semantics of the 
verb). Two other prefixes are derivational. One prefix nominalises the verb, resulting in the 
infinitive. The other subordinates the entire clause in which it occurs.  

Grammatical tone is investigated in this section, because the primary effect is on the 
tone of the verb word. Tone on the subject prefix differentiates imperfective and perfective 
aspects. Vowel quality expresses mood.  

Reduplication in the stem expresses the repetitive aspect. 

3.1. Morphophonemics 
There are two morphophonemic processes that can be used to determine word 

boundaries. They are labialisation/palatalisation spreading and word final allophonic 
changes.  

Labialisation and palatalisation spread leftwards across the verb word but not across 
word boundaries. Thus, the processes affect the subject accord prefixes, and labialised plural 
suffixes affect the entirety of the verb word. Compare examples 8 and 9. 
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8. [na-ar] 
1s-kick 
‘I kicked.’ (The verb stem is neither labialised nor palatalised.) 

 
9. [m-r-k] 

1pex-kick-1pex 
‘We kicked.’ 

 
There are word final consonant changes as follows: final /n/ is realised as []51 

(example 10), final /h/ is realised as [x], and for some verbs, final /r/ is realised as [l] 
(compare examples 11 and 12). 

10. [a-h-a ma] 
3s-say-3sIO mouth 
‘He greets him.’ 

 
The final /n/ is realised as [] thus indicating a word break after aha. This process is 

only seen in ‘indirect object’ affixes since there are no verb stems ending in /n/. 

 
11. Vl-aw kndew ago na ehe! 

give-IO1s guitar 2sPOSS TOP here 
‘Give me your guitar!’ 

 
12. Navar na baj! 

1s-give TOP not 
‘I won’t give it.’ 

 
In 11, the r is realised as [l] showing that -aw is a suffix and not a separate particle. 

In 12, the /r/ is realised as [r] indicating a word break.  

3.2. Pronominal Affixes 
Pronominal affixes include those expressing subject and object. The verb stem can 

take one prefix (the subject agreement marker) and one suffix (either the -j/-e ending, the 1p 
or 2p suffixes, or the IO suffix). The tonal melody on the subject prefix expresses aspect, and 
the vowel in the prefix expresses mood.  

3.2.1. Subject affixes 
The subject is always marked on the verb, regardless of whether there is an explicit 

subject in the clause. Subject is marked by a prefix or combination of prefix and suffix. The 
affixes are shown in table 16. 

                                     
51 Bow 1997c 
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Table 16. Subject agreement affixes 
Person/Number Pronominal subject 

prefix 
Person/Number Pronominal subject 

affixes 

1s /n-/ 1p inclusive /m-…-akw/ 

  1p exclusive /n-…-am/ 

2s /k-/ 2p /k-…-am/ 

3s /a-/ 3p /t-/ 

 
In the case of a subject agreement marker without an underlying vowel, e.g., /n-/ 

‘1s’, the marker receives an epenthetic [] which is affected by the prosody of the word and 
its position in the word. Examples (with morpheme and word breaks indicated): 

13. n-mndzar awak ‘I saw the goat’ 
k-mndzar awak ‘you saw the goat’ 
a-mndzar awak ‘he saw the goat’ 
m-mndzr-ok awak ‘we (inclusive) saw the goat’ 
n-mndzr-om awak ‘we (exclusive) saw the goat’ 
k-mndzr-om awak ‘you (plural) saw the goat’ 
t-mndzar awak ‘they saw the goat.’ 

 
14. n-hm-j52 ‘I ran’ 

k-hm-j ‘you ran’ 
a-hm-j ‘he ran’ 
m-hm-ok ‘we (inclusive) ran’ 
n-hm-om ‘we (exclusive) ran’ 
k-hm-om ‘you (plural) ran’ 
t-hm-j ‘they ran.’ 

 
The fact that palatalisation and labialisation spread over the subject prefixes indicates 

that the subject markers are affixes and not separate words. See examples 15 and 16. The 
first is the palatalised verb /gy/ ‘do’, and the second, the labialised verb /lw/ ‘go’. 
Labialisation and palatalisation spread leftwards over the subject prefixes. 

15. [ne-ge] 
1s-do 
‘I did’ 

 
16. [o-lo] 

3s-go 
‘he went.’ 

 
The fact that labialisation spreads from the 1p and 2p subject suffixes onto the entire 

word indicates that these affixes are suffixes and not separate words. The verb shown in 
examples 17 and 18, /ts-ky/ ‘move’, loses its palatalisation when the (labialised) plural 
suffixes are added. 

                                     
52 See section 2.4 for a discussion of the -j suffix.  
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17. [ne-tk-e] 
1s-stand-PL 
‘I stand’  

 
18. [n-tskw-om] 

1pex-stand-1pex 
‘We (ex) stand.’ 

 
The palatalisation is lost and the whole verb word is labialised by the spread of the 

process from the plural suffix.  

3.2.2. Indirect object suffixes 
The verb word may carry a suffix that expresses the recipient, or beneficiary, and for 

some verbs a patient. Different suffixes are used for patients of most verbs (see sections 4.2 
and 8.2). The affixes are shown in table 17 and with a conjugated verb in table 18. 

Table 17. Recipient/Beneficiary suffixes 
Person/Number Pronominal suffix 

indicating recipient 
or beneficiary 

Person/Number Pronominal suffix 
indicating recipient 
or beneficiary 

1+2 (inclusive) /-alakaw/53 1s /-aw/ 

1+3 (exclusive) /-almay/ 

2s /-akw/ 2p /-alkwjay/ 

3s /-an/ 3p /-ata/ 

 
Table 18. Recipient/Beneficiary affixes 

a-vl-aw ‘he gave to me’ 
a-vl-ok ‘he gave to you’ 
a-vl-an ‘he gave to him’ 
a-vl-aloko ‘he gave to us (inclusive)’ 
a-vl-alme ‘he gave to us (exclusive)’ 
a-vl-alykwyje ‘he gave to you (plural)’ 
a-vl-ata ‘he gave to them’ 

 

                                     
53 The plural pronominal suffixes are not separate pronouns, because other extensions occur after them in 
the verb phrase (i.e., they do not occur in the pronoun slot of the verb phrase), e.g.,  
     acfelme  aka  =va  elele 
     3s-ask-IO1pex  on  PERF  leaves 
     ‘She asked us for the leaves.’ 
Also see example 24 which shows no word final changes in the verb stem before the plural indirect object 
affix.  
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Examples: 
19. vl-aw jam 

give-IO1s water 
‘Give me water (recipient)’ 

 
20. na-b-a 

1s-hit-3sIO 
‘I hit him (patient)’ 

 
21. ka--an  awak 

2s-kill-IO3s goat 
‘You kill the goat for him (beneficiary)’ 
 

Normally, the suffix for the recipient/beneficiary follows immediately after the verb 
stem. However, if the plural subject accord suffix is required on the verb, the object marker 
affixes onto ‘ana’ (identical to the preposition for ‘to’). Compare examples 26 and 27. 

22. k--om ana-aw awak 
2-kill-p to-IO1s goat 
‘You (plural) kill the goat for me.’ 

 
The fact that no word final alternations in the verb stem are required in the presence 

of the object markers indicates that they are really verb suffixes and not separate words. 
Compare examples 23 and 24, for the verb /wal/ ‘hurt’, where the final /l/ becomes [r] 
word finally. When the plural suffixes are attached, the final /l/ remains. 

23. hma  a-war. 
wind 3s-hurt 
‘It’s cold (lit. wind hurts).’ 

 
24. hma  a-wal-aloko. 

wind 3s-hurt-1p.incl.IO 
‘We’re cold (lit. wind hurts us).’ 

 
The verb word ends with the recipient/beneficiary suffix. This is indicated by the fact 

that there are word final alterations in the 3s recipient/beneficiary suffix /-an/ which is 
pronounced [a] even when there are clitics following the verb word that would normally 
attach to the verb. 

25. a-s-a aka af 
3s-want-3sIO on boule 
‘It wants boule to him (he wants to have more boule).’  
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When there is a beneficiary and a recipient, a preposition (kla) with a genitive 
pronoun54 is used to mark the benefactive noun phrase. 

26. vl-a dala kla wula ana Mala 
give-IO3s money for (benefactive) 1sGenitive to Mala 
‘Give Mala the money for me.’ 

 
Moloko has the phenomenon of possessor raising (external possession) where the 

possessor of the direct object can be expressed as a beneficiary on the verb. For example: 

27. awak a-zm-aw na haj =va. 
goat 3s-eat-for.me TOP millet PERF 
‘The goat ate my millet (the goat ate to me the millet).’ 

3.3. Derived Verb Forms 
Derived forms include the nominalised verb (infinitive) and dependent clauses. They 

are each derived by addition of a prefix, are palatalised, and can take some inflectional 
components such as object suffixes, and extensions. The dependent clause may occur in the 
hortative mood. It may be that the infinitive is perfective and the dependent clause is 
imperfective; compare especially example 33 (perfective) with examples 43–45 
(imperfective). 

3.3.1. Infinitive 
The prefix m- plus palatalisation /-ay/ (and epenthetic vowels) change a verb stem 

into a noun, known as the infinitive. 

28. /z-mw/  ‘eat’  mzme  ‘eating’ 
 

In the case where a verb stem consists of one single consonant, the infinitive receives 
an additional syllable -je. 

29. /sy/  ‘drink’  mije  ‘drinking’ 
 

It seems that the tone pattern of the infinitive reflects the underlying tone. Further 
investigation is needed but table 19 illustrates a few infinitives that seem to be showing a 
pattern. 

                                     
54 Free genitive pronouns are as follows: 

 S P 
loko (inclusive) 1 wula 
lme (exclusive) 

2 añgo lykwyje 
3 ahañ téta 
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Table 19. Infinitive tone patterns 
Tone class Stem Infinitive Imperative Gloss 

/ndzak/-j m neke njakaj find High tone verbs 

/z-m/ mme zom eat 

/f-/ mfe  fa put Low tone verbs without 
depressor consonants 

/tats/-j mtete tatsaj close 

/v-h-n/-j mvhne  vhnaj vomit Low tone verbs with 
depressor consonants 

/dar/-j medere daraj plant 

/d-/ mde da fall Toneless verbs 

/nd-z/ mndee ndaz pierce 

 
The infinitive patterns as a noun but can take verbal object suffixes, locational and 

directional extensions, and most any other verbal complements (examples 92, 166–169). As 
a noun, the infinitive takes modifiers the same as any noun, and functions like any verb 
phrase argument. Example 30 shows an infinitive modified by a possessive adjective. 

30. m-hm-e aloko na apelej ? 
INF-run-PL 2pinclPOSS TOP when 
‘When is our race?’ 

 
An infinitive can function as the direct object of a clause. 

31. na-sar  m-d-ije af baj 
1s-know INF-do-e boule not 
‘I don’t know how to make boule (the making of boule).’ 
 

Infinitives can be further derived into adjectives by adding ga as for any noun.55 

32. na-d-ok andra m-gl-e ga 
1s-do-2sIO peanut  INF-grind-e ADJ 
‘I made peanut butter for you.’ 

 
The completive aspect is expressed by the verb /ndav/ ‘finish’ functioning as an 

auxiliary followed by the semantically main verb in infinitive form (in this case /w-ts/. 

33. n-ndav =alaj mu-wuts-e 
1s-finish  DIRaway INF-write-e 
‘I finish writing.’ 

 
The infinitive used as the grammatical object of the preposition n ‘with’ indicates 

contrastive focus on the predicate. This form specifies that the action is done ‘by means of ’ 
or ‘by actually’ doing something (to the exclusion of all other possibilities). It is used by the 
speaker to contest a real or implied challenge of the validity of what has been said. 

                                     
55 See discussion in Boyd 2003. 
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34. n-sko m  n m-skwum-e 
1s-buy with INF-buy-e 
‘I actually bought it (i.e., I didn’t steal it and nobody gave it to me).’ 

 
35. ka-ka okfom n m-ke.  ka-aj baj 

2s-kill mouse with INF-kill 2sPERF-cut.throat not 
‘You kill mice by smashing their head. You don’t cut their throats.’ 

 
36. ka-aj56 awak n m-je' 

2s-cut.throat goat with INF-cut.throat 
‘You kill goats by cutting their throat (and not by any other way).’ 

 
37. ka-ndaz n m-nde awak aga pra 

2s-pierce with INF-pierce goat POSS idol 
‘You kill a goat for the idols by piercing it (you don’t cut its throat).’ 

 

3.3.2. Dependent clauses 
A dependent verb form is formed by prefixing ama- or am-57 plus palatalisation /-ay/ 

to the verb stem. It may receive object suffixes and extensions. This verb form is used in 
adverbial clauses (examples 38–40, 46), complement clauses (examples 41–45), and relative 
clauses (examples 47–49).  

The dependent clause follows the verb to express purpose. The main verb and the 
dependent clause must have the same subject. 

38. ko-lo am-skwum-e klef 
2s-go DEP-buy-e fish 
‘You go in order to buy fish.’ 

 
39. Klen albaja ahaj to-lo ama-z =ala gvraj na 

then young.men p 3p-go DEP-take DIRtowards spp.of.tree TOP 
‘Then the young men went to try to bring back the tree [to the chief ].’ 

 
40. Klen zar ahan na a-n-e ele ahan am-tel-e 

then man 3sPOSS TOP 3s-leave thing 3sPOSS DEP-walk-e 
‘Then her husband left to go walking somewhere.’ 

 
The dependent clause also expresses the predicate of a complement clause with 

complement-taking verbs like /s/ ‘want’ (examples 41–42), /an/, ‘begin’ (inceptive aspect, 
examples 43–44), and /sark/ , (habitual aspect, example 45). The main verb and the 
dependent clause again have the same subject. 

41. a-s-a ama-d-ata aka =va aza 
3s-want-to.him DEP-prepare-3pIO  LOCon  PERF temptation 
‘It is pleasing to him to prepare a temptation for them (to tempt them pleases him)’ 

                                     
56 Note this different tone pattern, where the idea is the normal way of doing things. The HL pattern is 
different from either the perfective or the imperfective. Further study is needed.  
57 It is not yet known what influences the vowel on the prefix. It does not seem to be simply /a-/ prefix. 
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42. a-s-aw am-g-ije ambele-mbele n moktonok. 
3s-want-to.me DEP-do-e race with toad 
‘It is pleasing to me to do a race with the toad (I want to race with the toad)’ 

 
43. na-an amu-wuts-e 

1s-begin DEP-write-e 
‘I begin to write.’ 

 
44. m-k va a, ta-an-alme am-ge va na, 

INF-kill body  so 3p-begin-IO1pex DEP-plant body TOP 
‘The combat, we started to do it.’ 
 

45. A-sark  =va amp-e  ee.58 
3s-HAB  PERF DEP-crunch-e meat 
‘He usually eats meat.’ 

 
Dependent clauses are also used in temporal location clauses. 

46. am-haja hombo na, a-ndaja a-sak’ =ala wuekeke 
DEP-grind flour TOP 3s-PROG 3s-multiply DIRtowards ID.multiply 
‘While she was grinding,59 the millet was multiplying.’ 

 
Another type of dependent clause, the relative clause, is morphologically identical to 

other types of dependent clauses. 

47. war dalaj ga gendije ama-z-ata  aka =ala 
child girl ADJ DEM DEP-bring-3pIO on DIRtowards 
‘This girl who had brought them [into suffering].’ 

 
48. ta-s-an oko ana hay  ata am-g-iye  na =va 

3p-divide-3sDO fire to house 3pPOSS DEP-do TOP PERF 
‘They (the attackers) set fire to the house that the others had built.’ 

 
49. a-am-z-e draj na waj ? 

HOR+DEP-carry head TOP who 
‘Who will win?’ 

3.4. Aspect and Mood 
This section considers inflections that are applied to the subject agreement marker 

and the verb word. They are all aspect and mood inflections.60 Moloko does not mark verbs 
for tense, but uses an aspectual system, looking at events as complete (perfective) or 

                                     
58 Habitual aspect can also be realised by the verb sark followed by a conjugated verb. 
       hor na, a-sark =ala  afa tta va na, a-haja na, gam. 
       woman TOP 3s-HAB DIRtowards at.their house PERF TOP 3s-grind TOP lots 
       ‘At her house before she was married, the woman usually ground a lot (of millet)’ 
(ahaya is the main verb; gam is focalized). 
59 This imperfective idea can also be achieved using the imperfective aspect; compare example 59 from 
section 3.4.2. 
60 Note that some aspectual differences are coded as two conjugated or semi-conjugated verbs functioning 
together, and so some aspects are discussed in the section on complex verbs, e.g., progressive, iterative. 
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incomplete (imperfective). As will be seen in the next section, a third division splits off 
events that have been accomplished prior to but whose effect continues to a point of 
reference (perfect). Moloko also has several moods (indicative, imperative, and hortative).   

Aspect (perfective and imperfective) is expressed through changes in the tone of the 
subject prefix. Hortative mood is differentiated from indicative mood by vowel changes in 
the subject prefix. For the imperative, the subject prefix is absent.  

The repetitive aspect is included in this section because it is expressed on the verb 
word, by a reduplication of one of the consonants in the last syllable of the verb word.  

Identification of all the various tenses, aspects, and moods in Moloko and 
determination of how they are expressed and how they interact with one another is an 
ongoing process and further work needs to be done. Below are a description and an 
interpretation of what has been discovered so far. Aspect and mood interactions are 
discussed in section 7. 

3.4.1. Imperative mood 
The 2s imperative and its tone patterns have already been mentioned.61 To derive the 

imperative from the normal conjugated form, usually the subject prefix is simply dropped 
from the 2s, 1pin, and 2p forms of the verb. Examples: 

50. zom ! ‘Eat!’ 
51. zmok ! ‘Let’s eat!’ 
52. zmom !  ‘Eat (2p)!’ 

 
Note that the plural endings on these imperatives are those of the verb 

person/number suffixes.  

The verb go (/l w/) is irregular. 

53. lo ! ‘Go!’ 
54. toko ! ‘Let’s go!’ 
55. lohom ! ‘Go (2p)!’ 

3.4.2. Aspect 
There is a basic distinction between perfective and imperfective, which is seen in the 

tone of the person prefix. The tonal pattern of the verb word for the different tone classes is 
predictable for the different aspects. The other aspects will take one of these two tonal 
patterns.62  

                                     
61 See section 2.6. 
62 There are other tone patterns than these, but they have not yet been elucidated. For example, the verb 
/gy/ has a high tone and one would expect the imperfect to be HH. However, in the example below it is HL: 
 ccngehe ne awy : ne-g-e hay wula ete. 
 now 1s speech.margin 1s-do house 1sPOSS also 

‘Now I said, “I want to/am going to make a house for myself too.” ’ 
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Perfective 
The unmarked aspect in Moloko is the perfective. It is the default aspect that views 

the action as completed.63 The perfective aspect is indicated by an underlyingly low tone on 
the subject prefix (see table 20). The person prefix takes either a low or mid tone as follows: 
verbs of underlying H tone have a phonetic mid prefix tone, while other verbs, that is, 
underlyingly L tone or toneless verbs, have a low or mid prefix tone. The perfective is the 
default form for storytelling and for citing a verb form.  

56. n-ndzak-aj hlfe   ha j. 
1s+PFV-find seed  millet 
‘I found some millet seed.’ 

 
57. ne-ge  adama 

1s+PFV-do adultery 
‘I committed adultery’ (ge has underlying high tone) 

 
Table 20. Perfective tone 

Underlying tone Phonetic tone Gloss 

H n-ndzak-aj I found 

L, no depressor consonants na-pas-aj I took away / I spread out 

L, with depressor consonants na-dar-aj I planted 

Toneless n-aw-aj I feared 

 
Imperfective 

In contrast with the perfective is the imperfective aspect. It can refer to an event that 
is incomplete—in the process of happening (I’m going to the market—already en route) or 
an event that is just about to begin (I’m about to kill the goat). The person prefix for this 
form is always high tone and the tone over the verb stem varies according to the underlying 
tone of the verb stem (see table 21).  

58. na-pas-aj64 agaban  
1s+IPFV-take.away-j sesame 
‘I’m about to take away the sesame seeds.’ 

 
59. na-ka brek t tgehe 

1s+IPFV-kill brick now 
‘I am making bricks (now)’ (ka has underlying low tone). The progressive aspect 
auxiliary (see section 6.1) is not always required. 

 
Table 21 shows the imperfective tonal pattern on four verbs from different tone 

classes. 

                                     
63 Usually, ‘perfective’ is used to refer to an event as a whole, whether it is completed at the time of 
speaking or not. Perhaps ‘completed’ would be a better choice for this aspect.  
64 Note that the tone on the verb is HLM. It would be HLH except that it is lowered by the low tone on the 
following word.  
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Table 21. Imperfective tone 
Underlying tone Phonetic tone Gloss 

H n-ndzak-aj I’m finding 

L, no depressor 
consonants 

na-pas-aj I’m spreading (something) out 

L, with depressor 
consonants 

na-dar-aj I’m planting 

Toneless n-aw-aj I’m fearing 

 
The imperfective can refer to events that take place at any time, including in the past. 

In a story set in the past, the idea of an ongoing activity that was the context for another 
activity is encoded using the imperfective with the progressive aspect.65  

60. Asa t-mndzar zar Mloko a-ndalaj á-sija ele n rgo 
if 3p-see man Moloko 3s-PROG 3s+IPFV-cut thing with axe 

 

to to fa na, t-l =ala tta gam na, ta-rbok-oj 
ID.cutting already TOP 3s-come DIRtowards 3p many TOP 3p-hide-j 

 

na =ala rbok rbok. 
3sDO DIRtowards hide hide 
‘If they found a Moloko cutting his fields, many came stealthily upon him, hiding, 
hiding.’ 

Table 22. Summary of tone patterns* 
Underlying 
tone  

Syllable 
pattern 

Perfective n-
(lower tone on 
subject prefix) 

Imperfective n-
(higher tone on 
subject prefix) 

Hortative** na:- 
(lengthened subject prefix) 
(imperfective aspect) 

CaC-j n-ndzak-aj n-ndzak-aj na:-ndzak-aj 

na-mbar na-mbar na:-mbar 

H 

CC 

na-ak na-ak na:-ak 

a-CaC-j na-pas-aj na-pas-aj na:-pas-aj 

CaC-j n-tats-aj (n)-tat-aj na:-tat-aj 

L – depressor 
consonants 

CC na-fa na-fa na:-fa 

a-CaC-j n-dar-aj n-dar-aj na:-dar-aj L + depressor 
consonants 

CCaC-j n-vnah-aj n-vnah-aj na:-vnah-aj 

CaC-j n-aw-aj n-aw-aj na:-aw-aj 

na-ndaz na-ndaz na:-ndaz 

Toneless 

CC 

na-da na-da na:-da 

* Note that the syllable pattern of the stem does not influence the tone pattern for the different aspects. 
** Hortative mood is discussed in next section. 

                                     
65 See section 6.1. 
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3.4.3. Hortative mood 
The main feature of this mood is that the vowel in the subject prefix is full, where in 

other forms it is an epenthetic schwa, e.g., compare the imperative, indicative (imperfective 
aspect), and hortatory (imperfective aspect) forms of the verb /tats/ ‘close’. 

61. tats-aj mahaj 
closeIMPV door 
‘Close the door!’ 

 
62. k-tats-aj mahaj 

2s+IPFV-close door 
‘You are closing the door.’ 

 
63. ka-tatsaj mahaj 

2s+HOR+IPFV-close door 
‘I would like you to close the door. / You should close the door.’ 

 
The hortative mood expresses a desire on the part of the speaker that a particular 

action should be done. It is different from the imperative, a little more suggestive rather than 
directive. It could best be translated “I would like you to…,” or “You should….” In previous 
documents on Moloko grammar, high tone on a lengthened subject prefix was thought to be 
either potential mood or future tense. What appears to be potential aspect is probably better 
explained as hortative mood with imperfective aspect. 

64. a-lo a kosoko ava 
3s+IPFV-go in market in 
‘He is going to the market.’ 

 
65. á:-lo a kosoko ava. 

3s+IPFV+HOR-go in market in 
‘He will go to the market.’ 

 
66. Asa haj ago a-ndava na me, :-r-aj 

if house 2sPOSS 3s-finish TOP INC 3s+IPFV+HOR-be.beautiful-j 
‘When your house is finished, it will be beautiful.’ 

 
Compare the following hortative forms (67–70) of the verb /mndzr/with the 

imperative (example 71). 
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67. na-mndzar 
1sHOR-see 
‘I would like to see’ 

 
68. ka-mndzar 

2s+HOR-eat 
‘I would like you to eat (you should eat).’ 

 
69. ma-mndzar 

3s+HOR-see 
‘I would like him to see (he should see).’ 

 
70. ma-mndzor-ok 

1pin+HOR-see-1pin 
‘I would like us to see (we should see).’ 

 
71. zom 

eat(2sIMPV) 
‘Eat!’ 

 
Compare the indicative and hortatory forms of /z-m/ ‘eat’. 

72. m-zm-o k af 
1pin+IPFV-eat-1p boule 
‘We are eating boule.’ 

 
73. l-om ala ma-zm-o k daf 

come+IPFV-2pin DIRtowards 1pin+HOR+IPFV-eat-1pin boule 
‘Come; I want us to eat food.’ 

 
74. l-om ala ma-dr-o k meher 

goIMPV-2p DIRtowards 1pin+HOR+PFV-pray-1pin forehead 
‘Come; I want us to pray together.’ 

 
There are two grades of strength of the exhortation, depending on the tone on the 

subject prefix (aspect). The weaker form takes the imperfective melody (higher tone on 
subject prefix, see above). The stronger form of the exhortation takes the perfective tonal 
melody (lower tone on subject prefix), and the third person singular form takes an m in the 
subject prefix (instead of simply a-). The following table shows the second and third person66 
forms of a couple of verbs for both tone patterns. 

                                     
66 We are not sure why the vowel in the third person form is sometimes full and sometimes a schwa. 
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Table 23. Hortatory verb forms 
Hortative  Indicative  

(Imperfective tone) imperfective tone perfective tone 

Underlying 
tone of verb 
stem 

2s form 3s form 2s form 3s form 2s form 3s form 

H k-ndzak-aj 

‘you find’ 

a-ndzak-aj 

‘he finds’ 

ka-ndzak-aj 

‘I would like 
you to find’ 

a-ndzak-aj 

‘I would like 
him to find’ 

ka-ndzak-aj  

‘you should 
find’ 

m-ndzak-aj 

‘he should 
find’ 

L k-tats-aj 

‘you close’ 

a-tats-aj 

‘he closes’ 

ka-tats-aj 

‘I would like 
you to close’ 

a-tats-aj 

‘I would like 
him to close’ 

ka-tats-aj 

‘you should 
close’ 

m-tats-aj 

‘he should 
close’ 

toneless k-aw-aj 

‘you fear’ 

a-aw-aj 

‘he fears’ 

ka-aw-aj 

‘I would like 
you to fear’ 

a-aw-aj 

‘I would like 
him to fear’ 

ka-aw-aj 

‘you should 
fear’ 

ma-aw-aj 

‘he should 
fear’ 

 

A vowel change like this will only be distinctive in verb stems of two or more 
syllables, since in one-syllable stems the vowel in the subject prefix is always full because of 
phonological rules.67 In one-syllable stems, only the third person singular form would be 
distinctive from the perfective form, see examples 75–77. Perhaps context would distinguish 
the mood in the other cases.  

75. ke -g-e  
2s+PFV-do-e 
‘You do. / You should do.’ 

 
76. e -ge  

3s+PFV-do-e 
‘He does.’ 

 
77. me-ge  

3s+HOR+PFV-do-e 
‘He should do.’ 

3.4.4. Repetitive 
The repetitive (one or many actors performing an action repeatedly) is formed by the 

doubling of the onset of the final syllable of the verb. Note examples 78, 80, 81, and 83, 
where the first C of the stem is doubled in a CC stem with no suffix, example 79 where the 
second C of a CC verb stem is doubled because of a plural suffix, and example 82 where the 
second C of a CC stem is doubled because of the /-j/ suffix.  

                                     
67 Note also that the hortatory form of /a-/ prefix verbs will also be indistinguishable from the indicative 
forms.  
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78. A mdzvoko ava na, k-z-zm af  
in feast in TOP 2s+IPFV-RE-eat boule  
‘During a feast, you eat boule repeatedly (many times at many people’s houses).’ 
 

79. A  mdzvoko ava na, k -zm-m-om  af  
in feast in TOP 2- IPFV-eat-RE-2p boule  
‘During a feast, you (p) eat boule (many times at many people’s houses).’ 

 
80. Kosoko  molom  na, ndam  pra  ahaj  te -s-s-e  gzom. 

market home TOP person idol p 3p+IPFV-RE-drink wine 
‘On market day, the pagans drink wine (many people, much wine).’ 

 
81. Ttrak ago nehe na, ká-f-f ele  ago  a mogom  

shoes 2sPOSS here TOP 2s+ IPFV-RE-put thing 2sPOSS at home 
 

waja a-za  merkwe  baj. 
because 3s+PFV-put stranger not 
‘Your shoes there, you should put them on (repeatedly, day after day) at home, 
because you can’t travel with them.’ 

82. a-dar-r-aj eteme waja gvah gam 
3s+PFV-plant-RE-j onion because field lots 
‘He planted many onions because his field was large.’ 

 
83. Kafta  kosoko aba na, Mloko aga enen ahaj to-l-lo a lhe 

day market Dogba TOP Moloko POSS indef Pl 3p-RE-go in bush 
‘Each Sunday (the market of Dogba), some Molokos went to their fields (to work).’ 

 

3.4.5. Perfect 
The perfect is marked by a verbal extension that will be examined in section 4.1.3 in 

the section on verbal extensions. However, its aspectual function will be discussed here, 
along with the other aspects and moods.  

The perfect extension va marks the action of the verb as having already occurred 
with respect to a time reference. The time reference can be the time of the utterance or time 
of the main events in a story line (example 84), or the time of another verb in the context 
where one action occurs prior to another (example 85). The perfect extension indicates an 
action already accomplished with relevance continuing to that point of reference (see 
especially examples 84 to 88). In narrative texts, the perfect extension is found as a marker 
in clauses that supply background information to the story (examples 89 and 90). With the 
perfect extension, the verb exhibits the tone pattern of the perfective when referring to a 
prior event (examples 84, 88), but the tone pattern of the imperfective may occur when 
referring to a resultative form (example 88). 
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84. na-sar hraf ele ngehe asa.baj waja n-l =va 
1s+PFV-know medicine thing DEM again-not because 1s-go PERF 
 
afa suwprefe 
house.of sub.prefect 
‘I didn’t know how to resolve the problem, because I had already been to the sub 
prefect.’ 

 
85. Asa ta -a va ana me na, lykwyje na, 

If 3p+PFV-hit-3sIO PERF to person TOP 2p TOP 
 

g-om ala srtfka  medekal  alykwyje 
do(IMPV)-2p towards certificate medical 2pPOSS 
‘If someone gets hit, you should make a medical certificate for him.’ 

 
86. Tta na, ta-ndzak =va ele m-zm-e 

3p TOP 3p-find PERF thing INF-eat-e 
‘And so they had found something to eat.’ 

 
87. Ta awij,  « a-mb =va aga lme 

3p speech.margin 3s+PFV-change PERF POSS 1pex 
‘They said, “It has become ours!” ’ 

88. a-rah  =va  
3s+IPFV-fill  PERF 
‘It has filled (it is full).’68  

 
89. Matskmbaj moktonok na, a-bk ta =ja =va mlama ahan ahaj dzijga. 

meantime toad TOP 3s-invite 3p DIRfar PERF brother 3sPOSS PL all 
‘In the meantime the toad had already invited all of his brothers.’ 

 
90. Nde hor na, a-sark =ala afa tta =va na, 

so woman TOP 3s-HAB DIRtoward at.house.of 3pPOSS PERF TOP 
 
a-haja na, gam. 
3s-grind TOP lots 
‘At her house before she was married, the woman usually ground a lot of millet.’ 

4. The Verb and Verbal Extensions 
In investigating the verb phrase in Moloko, we now consider the verb and its relation 

to the verbal extensions. The verbal extensions are a class of morphemes that modify the 
meaning of the verb. They are clitics which cliticize to the right edge of the verb to form a 
phonological word. The verb and its extensions may be separated syntactically by the 
indirect object pronoun suffixes and direct object pronouns.  

We describe the properties of the various extensions in 4.1. In section 4.2 we 
consider the relationship between the direct object pronouns na/ta and the verb and its 
extensions. Finally, in section 4.3, we outline the properties of the indirect object pronouns 
as they relate to the verb and extensions.  

                                     
68 This form is a resultative, a state that is the result of a previous completed action. 
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4.1. Verbal Extensions 
In Moloko there are six verbal extensions. Five of these extensions modify the 

meaning of the verb with particular reference to the location or direction of the action. The 
sixth extension, the perfect /va/, does not function in the same way. We include it in this 
section because it shares syntactic and phonological properties with the other extensions. 
There are two locational extensions, /aka/ and /ava/, which are followed by one of the 
directional extensions /ala/, /alaj/, or /ja/. The perfect /va/ is the last extension in the verb 
phrase. These six extensions are clitics that form a phonological word with the preceding 
lexical word if it has no indirect object suffix. They also trigger the loss of palatalisation on 
the verb stem. 

4.1.1. Locationals 
There are two locational clitics: aka ‘on, on top of’ and ava ‘in’. These extensions 

influence the sense of the verb, giving it an added sense of the location of the action. The 
extension aka ‘on, on top of’ resembles the second element of the periposition k…aka ‘on’, 
yet is syntactically distinct. In like manner, ava ‘in’ resembles the periposition a…ava ‘in’. 

91. A-f=aka war a haj na, k ver aka. 
3s-place=on child of millet TOP on stone on 
‘She put the grain of millet on the grinding stone.’ 

 

92. m-mt =ava =alaj69 a ver ava. 
INF-die =in =DIRaway in room in 
‘She died in the room.’ 

The locational extensions follow the verb and precede the directionals and perfect 
extensions (see example 92). 

These extensions are phonological clitics at the right edge of the verb. The presence 
of the locational does not allow the /-j /suffix to be present on the verb stem (see examples 
94 and 97 where the /-j/ suffixes in the roots /d-r/-j and /mba/-j are not present). 
Furthermore, the word final allophones of /n/ and /h/, that is [] and [x], respectively, do 
not occur as would be expected if the verb stem did not have a clitic. Note furthermore that 
the palatisation on the stem of the verb is absent in the presence of the extension (see also 
example 99 /gy/ ‘do’, which loses its palatalisation with a following locational). 

93. ka-ndz-aw  aka70 
2s-sit-IO1s on 
‘You are better than I (you sit on me) (idiomatic).’ 

 
The extension aka ‘on, on top of’, also has the more metaphorical meaning of ‘in 

addition to’, ‘again’, or ‘even still’ when the action of the verb occurs ‘on top of’ something 
that occurred previously, compare examples 94 and 95, and note how the aka looks 
backward to another action in the following examples. 

                                     
69 Note that even though the verb has verbal extensions, it is not conjugated for subject since it is a 
climactic point in the story where infinitives are often found. This will be discussed further in the section on 
infinitives. Note the loss of palatalisation in the infinitive because of the extensions. 
70 Note that the aka does not cliticize with the verb here since the object suffix ends with a word boundary 
(see section 3.1). 
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94. dr =ala 
move(2sIMPV)  DIRtowards 
‘ closer (to me)’ 

 
95. dr  =aka =ala 

move(2sIMPV)  on  DIRtowards 
‘Come even still closer.’ 

 
96. a-s-ok =aka aw ? 

3s-want-2s on Q 
‘Is it pleasing to you on top? (Do you want any more, ‘on top of’ what you have 
already eaten?)’ 

 
97. a-mba  =aka 

3s-change  on  
‘It changes on (he replied, this verb marks a change of speaker; he spoke ‘on top of’ 
what the other had said).’ 

 
98. hor a-g-aw  =aka  =ala 

woman 3s-do-3sIO  on  DIRtowards 
‘The woman did to me on (the woman liked me as I liked her).’ 

 

99. ta-g  =aka  gda 
3p-do  on  strength 
‘They did strength on top (they encouraged again,’ on top of ‘when they did it before).’ 

 

4.1.2. Directionals 
Three directional extensions orient the action relative to a centre of reference. In 

normal speech, that point of reference is the speaker. In a narrative, there may be more than 
one centre of reference. The extension ala ‘towards’ indicates an action toward the centre of 
reference (see examples 100, 102), alaj ‘away’ indicates an action that moves away from that 
centre (see examples 101, 103), and ja ‘far’ marks an action that is happening far away from 
the centre of reference but not moving either towards or away from the centre (see example 
105). Compare examples 100 and 101, and then 102 with 103 to see how the sense of a verb 
can be changed by the extensions.  

100. dr =ala 
move(IMPV) DIRtowards 
‘Come closer (to me).’ 

 
101. dr =alaj 

move(IMPV)  DIRaway 
‘Move away (from me).’ 

 
102. z =ala eteme 

take(2sIMPV) DIRtowards onion 
‘Bring the onion.’ Note that the verb stem is za. 

 
103. z =alaj eteme 

take(IMPV) away onion 
‘Take the onion away.’ 
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104. Hor-om  =alaj a haj ava!71 
bring-2p(IMPV) DIRaway in house in 
‘Take (all the things) into the house (away from me).’ 

 
105. Moktonok na, a-bk ta =ja =va mlama ahan ahaj dzijga 

toad TOP, 3s-invite3p =far =PERF brothers 3pPOSS p all 
‘The toad, he had already invited all of his brothers.’ (this action took place away 
from the action of the story) 

 
106. n-zm  =ala  

1s-eat  towards 
‘I have already eaten (the food has already arrived to the speaker)’ 

 
The directional extensions occur after the verb and, if present, after the locational 

extensions as seen in the examples below. The directionals precede the perfect, as seen in 
example 105. 

107. ka-z  =aka =ala  hor ee 
2s-take  on  DIRtowards woman again 
‘You take another wife (on top of the one you already have).’ (the verb stem is za) 

 
108. t´-jap-ata  =aka  =ala  ana MUloko enen ahaj na,  

3p-group-IO3s  on =DIRtowards  to  Moloko indef p TOP 
‘They grouped together again against some of the Molokos.’ (point of reference is the 
Molokos) 

 
Like the locationals, the directional extensions are phonological clitics at the right 

edge of the verb. Palatalisation is dropped (see below, where the verb stem is /ny /. The /-j/ 
suffix also drops (see example 100, where the stem is /dr/ -j ). 

109. a-ndz  =ala 
3s-go  =DIRtowards 
‘He is coming.’ 

4.1.3. Perfect 
The perfect va has already been discussed in the section on aspect and mood.72 Here 

we will discuss its position in the verb phrase. The va usually follows the locational and 
directional extensions.73 

110. ta-z-ata =aka =va gvah ava ana Mloko ahaj tata baj 
3p-take-3pIO on PERF field EXT to Moloko p ability not 
‘They didn’t have the power to take the fields belonging to the Molokos.’ 

Like the other extensions, the va clitic is phonologically bound to the verb stem if 
there are no plural subject suffixes or intervening words. It causes the loss of palatalisation, 

                                     
71 The plural DO is not coded in this example (understood by the context) check context. 
72 Section 3.4.5. 
73 Occasionally it occurs at the end of the clause, presumably to underscore the idea that the action is 
already done, see example 109. 
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compare examples 111 and 112 where the stem is /sy/and see example 113 where the stem 
is /gy/. Also, verbs drop their -j suffix when this extension is present:74 

111. ne--e  gzom 
1s-drink-e millet.beer 
‘I drink/drank millet beer.’ 

 
112. ne-s gzom =va 

1s-drink millet.beer PERF 
‘I drank millet beer already.’ 

 
113. lho a-g  =va 

late.afternoon 3s-do PERF 
‘Late afternoon has done (it is the cool of the day, i.e., after three o’clock).’ 

4.2. Direct Object Pronouns 
The verb and its extensions form a close grammatical unit. However, the verb and its 

extensions may be separated syntactically by the direct object pronominal extensions75 na 
(3s) (see below) and ta (3p) (see example 105), which occur after the verb.  

114. ka--j a. ka--j  na 
2s-kill cow 2s-kill 3sDO 
‘You killed the cow.’  ‘You killed it.’ 

 
We know that the direct object pronoun is a separate word (not a clitic as are the 

other verbal extensions) because the /-j/ suffix (which normally drops off for when 
extensions are added) does not drop when the direct object pronoun is added (example 115). 
Also, word final alterations are preserved when followed by na or ta (example 116). 

115. a-pa-j  na. 
3s-crunch  3sDO 
‘He crunches it.’ 

 
116. n-vl-a  na  

1s-give-3sIO  3sDO 
‘I gave it to him.’ 

 
If there is a direct object pronoun followed by extensions, the DO pronoun will make 

a word break with the verb stem, and the extensions will cliticize to the DO pronoun, which 
results in the form [nala] with elision, as follows. 

                                     
74 See section 3.4.5. 
75 Note that the semantic direct object can also be realised by the ‘indirect object’ affix on the verb stem, see 
section). 
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117. t-lo ta-mndzar na=ala [nala] mama gvaraj  nndije 
3p-go 3p-see 3sDO DIRtowards mother species.of.tree DEMthere 
‘They went and saw that fruit-bearing tree.’ 

 
Direct object pronouns only refer to third person referents. In the case of a first or 

second person referent, the corresponding independent pronoun occurs after the verb 
phrase.76 

118. ka-z =alaj ne a kosoko ava aw? 
2s-take DIRaway 1s in market in Y/NQ 
‘Will you take me to the market?’ 

 
119. baba ago a-vl =alaj nok ana me 

father 2sPOSS 3s-give DIRaway 2s to person 
‘Your father gave you to that person.’ 

 
The direct object pronoun replaces the direct object in a clause. The na or ta refers 

back to something in the immediately preceding context. When there is a noun or full 
pronoun representing the direct object already in the clause, there is usually no particle in 
the verb phrase.  

4.3. Indirect Object Pronominal Extension 
The indirect object suffix has already been discussed in section 3.2.2. When there is 

already a plural subject suffixed to the verb, the recipient/beneficiary follows ana ‘to’ and 
forms a separate word immediately following the verb word. Compare examples 120 to 122. 

120. hor a-g-aw  =aka  =ala 
woman 3s-do-3sIO  on  DIRtowards 
‘The woman liked me (as I liked her).’77 

 

121. k- -om ana-a aka awak 
2-kill-2p to-3sIO on goat 
‘You kill another goat for him.’ 

 

122. k- -om ana-a na =aka [ana naka] awak 
2-kill-2p to-3sIO 3sDO =on goat 
‘You (p) kill another goat for him.’ 

 

In the next section, we consider the elements of the verb phrase that occur to the 
right of the extensions.  

5. The Verb and Other Clause Constituents 
The constituent order in clauses is shown in the following chart. The verb and its 

extensions form a close grammatical unit within the clause and have already been discussed 
(section 4). Each of the other constituents is discussed below. 

                                     
76 Third person independent pronouns also can occur in that position after the verb. 
77 Note that the verb stem is ge. The palatalisation drops with the extensions. 
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Table 24. Verb phrase constituents 
Verb plus 
extensions 
 

Noun, 
pronoun, 
body part 

Prepositional or 
peri-positional 
phrase 

Adverb / 
ideophone 

Negative Question word 

5.1. Direct Object 
The direct object of a verb (a noun or a pronoun) occurs after the verbal extensions 

and before the modifiers, negation, and question words.  

5.1.1. Lexical nouns and pronouns 
Direct object (examples 123 and 124) or time references (example 125) are expressed 

as a noun or noun phrase that comes after the extensions. The relevant portion of the 
example is in bold: 

123. a-w=ala war zar  ga 
3s-give.birth towards child man ADJ 
‘She gave birth to a son.’ (the verb stem is /w y /) 

 
124. t-ndzak-j gvraj mala ga a lhe 

3p-find-j spp.of.tree bigness ADJ in bush 
‘They found a big tree (of a specific species) in the bush.’ 

 
125. No- lo  na-v=alaj  mvije  makar  a  Marva 

1s-go 1s-live away INF-live-e three in Maroua 
‘I lived in Maroua for three years.’ (The verb stem is /vy/.) 

 

5.1.2. Pronouns 
Independent pronouns acting as direct objects are found in the direct object position. 

Independent pronouns in Moloko are: ne (1s), nok (2s), ndaha (3s), loko (1pin), lme (1pex), 
lykwyje (2p), tta (3p).  

126. Ne na, ko -ndzo k-o m ne asabaj  
1a TOP 2p+IMPF-find-2p 1s not.again 
‘As for me, you will never find me again.’ 

 

5.1.3. Body-part verbs 
There is a group of verbs that occur with a noun referring to a body part (ma ‘mouth’, 

ele ‘eye’, may ‘ear’, and va ‘body’. The noun occurs in the direct object position (see 
especially examples 129 and 134), but does not function semantically as any participant. The 
semantic patient (or other case role) follows the body-part noun in a prepositional phrase. 
The semantic object can be pronominalised, but the body-part noun cannot. 

The first body-part noun is ma ‘mouth’ which is found with verbs of conversation. 
The ma seems to give the idea of a communication with the mouth.  
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127. a-h-a ma 
3s-greet-3sIO mouth 
‘He greets him.’ 

 
128. a-h-a  ma ana Arsakay 

3s-greet-3sIO mouth to Arsakay 
‘He greets Arsakay.’ 

 
129. a-tar  =aka  ma ee 

3s-call  on mouth again 
‘He calls again.’ 

 
130. a-dz-j  ma 

3s-speak mouth 
‘he speaks’ 

 
The presence of these body-part nouns can be used to completely change the 

meaning of a verb. 

131. n-sok-j  ahar 
1s-point hand 
‘I point.’ 

 
132. n-sok-j  ma 

1s-point mouth 
‘I whisper.’ 

 
In addition, ele ‘eye’ is found with seeing verbs, and can probably be translated ‘cast 

the eyes around’. There is a grammatical direct object (ele) but semantically there is none. 

133. a-mndzar ele 
3s-see eye 
‘he looks’ 

 
134. gvah ago na, ka-har =aka ele dzijga78 

field 2sPOSS TOP 2s-carry on eye all 
‘You look around your field.’ 

Another body-part noun is maj  ‘ear’, which collocates with hearing/understanding 
verbs. It has the same effect as ‘eye’, forcing a secondary participant to take a prepositional 
phrase. 

135. e-ten maj  baj 
3s-hear ear not  
‘He is deaf —he can’t hear (or he is disobedient).’ 

 

                                     
78 Field is topicalized and moved in front of the verb. 
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136. e-te79 aka va maj  ana mama aha baj 
3s-hear on PERF ear to mother 3sPOSS not 
‘He is disobedient to his mother.’ 

 
va ‘body’80 is used for forming reciprocals. It doesn’t appear to be used with 

reflexives. The participants are expressed in both the subject prefix and the prepositional 
phrase in example 139. 

137. t-ge  va 
3p-throw(or sow) body 
‘They fight each other.’ 

 
138. taka  va 

3p-kill body 
‘They kill each other.’ 

 
139. ta-ndalaj ta-l =ala te-g va ana Mloko ahaj 

3p-PROG  3p-go DIRtowards 3p-throw body to Moloko p 
‘They were coming and fighting with the Molokos.’ 

 
Because of their role in changing the transitivity of a particular verb, there will be 

more discussion on body-part nouns in section 8.81 

5.2. Clausal Modifiers 
There are three kinds of clausal modifiers that follow the direct object and precede 

the negative. These are prepositional phrases, peripositional phrases, and adverbs (including 
ideophones).  

5.2.1. Prepositional phrases 
There are three prepositions: a ‘in’ marks the location (example 140), ana ‘to’ marks 

the goal (examples 141–142), and n ‘with’ marks the instrument (example 143) or 
accompaniment. 

140. t-ndaj t-tal-j a lhe 
3p-PROG 3p-walk in bush 
‘They were walking in the bush.’ 

 
141. t-lo na, ta-s-an oko ana haj am-g-ije na =va 

3p-go TOP 3p-cut-3sDO fire to house DEP-do-3sDO PERF 
‘They went and set fire to the house that he had built.’ 
 

                                     
79 Final ‘n’ drops.  
80 Va is a contraction of hérva ‘body’.  
81 Note that there are three varieties of va which one must take care to distinguish in a text: [va] ‘PERFECT’, 
[va] ‘body’, and [ava/va] ‘in’. They may be found at the identical position in a clause.  
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142. a-dkw =aka =alaj ana Hrmblom 
3s-arrive on DIRaway to God 
‘It reached God.’ 
 

143. Na--j a n meket 
1s-kill-j cow with knife 
‘I kill the cow with a knife.’ 
 

5.2.2. Peripositional phrases 
Two peripositional phrases k…aka ‘on’ and a…ava ‘in’ mark location (examples 108, 

122, 144, 145) or beneficiary (example 146).  

144. ka-f-om ana-aw k mahaj wula aka 
2+ HOR-place-2p to-1sIO on door 1sPOSS on 
‘You (p) should place [the tree] at my door.’ 
 

145. A-nd-e k delmete aka a am enen 
3s-leave on neighbor on in place indef 
‘He left to go to his neighbor at some other place.’ 

 
146. Hrmblom a-g brav =va ka war aga me dedelen ga aka 

God 3s-do heart PERF on child POSS person black ADJ on 
‘God was angry with the black man’s child.’ 

 

5.2.3. Adverbs 
There are three types of adverbs, and they occur in the following order: adverb 

modifier (examples 147, 148), ideophone (examples 149–152), demonstrational82 (examples 
148, 151). 

147. na-mndzar na  =alaj memele ga ndana wue 
1s+HOR-see 3sDO  =DIRaway tree ADJ ANA first 
‘First let me go and see that tree.’ 

 
148. a-nd-e ele ahan dren kanehe 

3s-leave-e thing 3sPOSS far like.this 
‘He went (lit. took his things away) far away like this.’ 
 

149. A-ndaja a-a-j ele kndal, kndal, kndal 
3s-PROG 3s-pound-j thing ID.pounding.millet ID ID 
‘She was pounding the [pestle] (threshing millet) pound, pound, pound.’ 
 

150. a-g  =alaj avlo zor 
3s-throw =DIRaway above IDthrowing 
‘She threw [the pestle] up high (movement of throwing).’ 
 

                                     
82 Demonstrationals are composite words that indicate the speaker is showing how or where a particular 
action is carried out. See grammar sketch for more discussion.  
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151. a-dkw =alaj ana Hrmblom ton kijgehe na 
3s-arrive =DIRaway to God ID.touch like.this TOP 
‘It touched God like this [in the eye].’ 
 

152. Hmbo ga a-ndaja a-sak ele ahan wuekeke 
flour adj 3s-PROG 3s-multiply thing 3sPOSS ID.multiply 
‘The flour was multiplying all by itself, sound of multiplying.’ 

5.3. Negatives 
The negative is formed with the negation particle baj, which occurs after any direct 

object (example 154) or adverbial modifiers (examples 153, 155) and before any question 
words (example 157). 

153. A-ndaja dren baj 
3s-LOC far not 
‘He was not far.’ 
 

154. War ga e-cen maj baj 
child ADJ 3s-hear ear not 
‘That child did not obey.’ 
 

155. Ta-g =alaj avlo baj 
3p-throw  DIRaway above not 
‘They should not throw it too high.’ 
 

156. a-l =ala baj 
3s+PFV-go DIRtowards not 
‘He didn’t come.’ 

5.4. Question Words 
The yes/no question word aw, as well as some other question words are at the end 

of the verb phrase. 

157. asara ga ndana a-sar =aka baj aw 
white.man ADJ DEM 3s-know on not Y/NQ 
‘That white man, will he know or not?’ 
 

158. ko -lo ka -gas aga me kk lala aw 
2s+IPFV-go 2s+PFV-catch POSS person ID.catch.by.throat good Y/NQ 
‘If you catch something belonging to someone else [and steal it], is that good?’ 
 

159. Me ahaj ta-g-aw ele lala baj kamaj 
person p 3p-do-1sIO thing good not why 
‘Why did the people do this bad thing to me?’ 
 

6. Complex Verb Constructions 
In this section, we present three complex verb constructions. These constructions are 

characterized by the presence of two verbs that form a syntactic unit and, consequently,  
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have the same subject. The first two constructions share the characteristic of having two 
inflected verbs. These are the progressive and iterative. The third construction exhibits a verb 
stem plus infinitive.   

6.1. Progressive 
The progressive expresses the idea of an action in progress. It is formed with /ndaj/ 

‘to be (in a location)’ plus the main verb. Both of the verbs are marked for subject, but /ndaj/ 
takes subject prefixes only (and not the suffixes which occur with the 1p and 2p), see 
examples 161 and 162. The second verb takes all subject affixes and also the inflections 
associated with its actions. The labialisation from the main verb spreads to the auxiliary. The 
tone on the subject of /ndaj/ is perfective. The tone on the main verb is usually that of 
imperfective aspect: 

160. Mala a-ndaja e -g-e  rele 
Mala  3s+PFV-PROG 3s+IPFV-do-e work  
‘Mala is working (in the process of doing work).’ 

 
161. no-ndoj no-mbos-om 

1-PROG 1-rest-1p 
‘We are resting.’ 
 

162. no-ndoj  no-do r-o m amsoko 
1+PFV-PROG 1-plant-1pex dry.season.millet 
‘We (exclusive) are planting dry season millet.’ 

6.2. Iterative 
The iterative expresses the idea of the intermittent repetition of the same action, 

possibly by the same actor, over a period of time. It seems to be distinguished from the 
repetitive aspect by the intensity of the repetition (iterative is more intermittent than 
repetitive) and the duration of time involved in the action (iterative occurs over a longer 
period than repetitive).83 The iterative is formed by complete reduplication of the verb. 

163. andbaba  ago  a-mt a-mat 
duck 2sPOSS 3s-die 3s-die 
‘Your ducks keep dying.’ 

 
This verb was used in a situation where one duck died, then the owner bought 

another, and it died, and the situation was repeated four times. In the elicited example 
below, the situation is that a group of people has gone to the market and has bought several 
items from several different vendors. Note that extensions occur only once, following the 
second verb. 

                                     
83 Further study is needed.  
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164. n-skm-om  n-skm-om ala 
1-buy-1pex 1-buy-1pex DIR 
‘We buy and buy.’ 

6.3. Stem-Infinitive Construction 
Stem-infinitive constructions are used at the high points in a narrative for pivotal 

events. The construction consists of the stem form of a verb followed by the verb in its 
nominalised form. The verbs have no subject inflections but can take full pronouns in the 
subject word slot. Extensions and pronouns follow the nominalised form of the verb. 

165. Bah  m-beh-e k ver aka aa. 
pour INF-pour-e on stone on so 
‘She poured (the grains of millet) on the grinding stone.’ 

 
166. ndahan gah ma-gh-ata =aka =va jam a ver ahan ava,  

3s hide INF-hide-3pIO on PERF water in room 3sPOSS in 
‘He had hidden the water in his room’ 

 

167. ndaha g-j  ma-g =aka =alaj prgom ahaj. 
3s make.with.grass INF-make.with.grass on DIRtowards trap p 
‘He made the traps out of grass.’ 

 

When there is an ideophone associated with a verb, the ideophone can occur in place 
of the verb stem in this construction. 

168. Nata ndahan pk ma-p-ata =aka =va prgom ahaj na. 
also 3s ID open INF-open-3pIO on PERF trap PL TOP 
‘He opened the traps.’ 
 

169. ndahan vh m-gwul =va a uwer ahan ava 
3s ID.return INF-retake PERF in sleep 3sPOSS in 
‘He had already gone back to sleep.’ 

 
Appendix B is the interlinearised narrative from which some of these examples were 

taken. 

7. Co-occurrences of Aspects and Moods 
Three features are operative in Moloko, two of which make themselves known on the 

subject prefix: aspect, by means of tone, and mood, by means of vowel quality. The third is 
the perfect, which is an extension at the end of the verb phrase. The most basic feature 
around which Moloko verb grammar is built is aspect—perfective or imperfective. Events are 
seen as either complete or incomplete. There is no system of tense as such, but the perfect 
allows events to be divided into those events that happened before a particular time 
reference (perfect) or those which have not yet happened.  

Table 25 shows how these features co-occur with each other and also with some 
other grammatical features. Because the two aspects and the perfect are so basic, they are 
put in opposition with each of the other aspects and moods. Examples follow the table.  
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Table 25. Aspect and mood interactions 
Perfective aspect (low prefix tone) Imperfective aspect (high prefix 

tone) 
Aspect/Mood 

Default Perfect (va) Default Perfect (va) 

Indicative mood        
(default) 

simple past anterior (past or 
present) 

incomplete,     

habitual 

resultative 

Progressive 
(auxiliary ndaya) 

past 
progressive/* 

past progressive/ 
continuing 

present 
progressive 

 

Hortative               
(long prefix vowel,  
m- in 3s perfective 
form ) 

stronger 
command 

n/a milder command 

wish/desire 
(potential) 

future anterior,   

future sure     

Negative    (baj) negative 
statement 

n/a negative 
command 

n/a 

* Past progressive is also done by means of the dependent clause. 

7.1. Aspect plus Perfect 
The basic forms of the perfective and imperfective are for simple past and incomplete 

events. 

170. n-zom 
1s+PFV-eat 
‘I ate.’ 

 

171. n-zom 
1s+IPFV -eat 
‘I am eating.’ 

 

The perfect changes each of these ideas to an event that occurred before a particular 
time reference. The perfect with the imperfect gives more of a resultative. 

172. n-zm =va 
1s+PFV-eat PERF 
‘I ate already.’ 

 

173. a-rh =va 
1s+IPFV-fill PERF 
‘It is full.’ 

 

The progressive auxiliary with perfective and imperfective main verbs gives the idea 
of an event in progress, either in the past or in the present. 
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174. na-ndaya no-lo  a kosoko ava 
1s-PROG 1s+IPFV-go in market in 
‘I am going to the market.’ 
 

175. apazan na-ndzak-aj nok,  ka -ndaja k-haja haj 
yesterday 1s+PFV-find-j 2s 2s-PROG 2sPFV-grind millet 
‘Yesterday when I found you, you were grinding millet.’ 
 

For events in progress at some expected point in the future, the imperfective aspect 
with the lengthened prefix vowel of the hortative mood is used, and not the progressive 
aspect (see example 177). 

7.2. Interactions with Mood 
In contrast to the way the perfect identifies an action that occurred before a 

particular time, the hortative mood refers to an event that will occur after a particular time. 
One would expect that this mood would always occur with imperfective aspect, since it 
refers to an incomplete event; however, it can be found with perfective aspect (probably 
giving the idea ‘this action should have already taken place!’).84 Compare the following with 
examples 170–171. 

176. na:-zom 
1s+IPFV+HOR-eat 
‘I will eat.’ 

 

The hortative mood with imperfective (potential) can give either a one-time event or 
a progressive idea, as follows. Both verbs have long subject prefixes. 

177. na:-ndzak-aj nok ka:-haja haj 
1s+IPFV+HOR-find-j 2s 2s+IPFV+HOR-grind millet 
‘I will find you in the process of grinding millet.’ 

 

The hortative mood with the perfect refers to an expected event in the future that 
will occur before another future action. 

178. Asa ná :-g =ala na =va, ná :-vl-ok dala ago 
if 1s+IMPF-FUT-return DIRtowards TOP PERF 1s-FUT-give-IO3s money 2sPOSS 
‘After I have returned, I will give you your money.’ 

 
The hortative plus the perfect assures that an action in the future will occur. 

                                     
84 It has already been mentioned that an imperfective tone on the subject prefix gives a weaker wish than a 
perfective tone (see section 3.4.3). 
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179. ná:-s =aka =va 
1s+IPFV-HOR-cut  on  PERF 
‘I will surely cut it.’ 

7.3. Interactions with Negatives 
Whereas a negated clause in the perfective aspect is simply a negative statement, a 

negated clause in the imperfective aspect becomes a negative hortative, (compare examples 
180 and 181), or a negative expectation (compare examples 182 and 183). 

180. k-m›ndza ›r  fa ¤ba›j 
2s+PFV-see yet.not 
‘You haven’t seen it yet.’ 

 
181. k-mndza r  fa baj  

2s+IPFV-see yet.not 
‘Don’t look at it yet (I don’t expect you to look at it).’ 

 
182. a-l-a l  baj  

3s+perfective-goDIRtowards not 
‘He hasn’t come.’ 

 
183. a-l-a l  baj  

3s+imperfective-goDIRtowards not 
‘We aren’t expecting him (he isn’t coming).’ 

7.4. Interactions with Imperative 
Since there is no subject prefix, the imperative cannot be associated with a particular 

aspect. However, it can interact with the perfect. With some verbs in the imperative, the 
perfect is used to add insistence to the desired action. Perhaps the idea is that it is as if the 
action is in a sense already accomplished. Compare examples 184 and 185. 

184. toko 
go+1pinIMPV(irregular) 85 
‘Let’s go!’ In this case there is not a strong insistence to go. 

 
185. toko  =va 

go+1pinIMPV PERF 
‘Let’s go (right now)! (or, we should have gone already!)’ 

8. Valency Changing 
The semantic structure of a Moloko verb can be flexible in the way that the 

participants relate to the events, and different verbs use different grammatical structures to 
express the semantic patient.  

                                     
85 The verb to go, /lw/, is irregular in the plural forms. 
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8.1. Flexible Verbs 
Many verbs can have different argument structures depending on how they are used. 

For example, the verb for ‘learn’ is the same as the verb for ‘teach’. The difference is in the 
presence or absence of the ‘indirect object’ marker, referring to the learner(s). 

186. babza  ahaj  t-dbn-j  Mloko 
children p 3p-learn Moloko 
‘The children learn Moloko.’ 

 
187. a-dbn-ata  Mloko ana  babza  ahaj  

3s-learn IO3p Moloko to children p 
‘He teaches the children Moloko (he teaches Moloko to the children).’ 

 
Moloko can also have a third variation in the expression of the verb in which the 

object of the verb is the grammatical subject. 

188. Mloko a-dbn-ok na dzadzak. 
Moloko 3s-learn-2sIO TOP fast 
‘Moloko learns to you quickly (is easy for you to learn).’ 

 

It seems that each Moloko verb has associated with it a semantic idea of a particular 
action with a set of allowed participants, e.g., one person teaches something to another 
person. Moloko allows a lot of freedom in how the participants are coded grammatically in 
the utterance. In 186 to 188, any one of the participants can be expressed as subject of the 
verb.  

As such, there is no morphological inflection to indicate when the verb is causative, 
or passive, etc. (with the exception of reciprocal, see section 8.2, examples 205–207). 
Moloko simply adds or changes the way the participants are realised in the utterance, and 
the Moloko auditor uses context and collocations to figure out the relations between the 
participants and the action. Consider the verb /ndzy/ ‘leave’. 

189. a-ne  a mogom 
3s-leave in home 
‘He goes home (he leaves to go home).’ 

 

This seems to be an intransitive verb, with no direct object. However, if one adds a 
direct object, it changes the verb to causative. 

190. a-ne  awak a  mogom 
3s-leave goat in home 
‘He takes the goat home.’ 

 

The verb /p-j/ ‘open’ can be transitive or middle, depending on whether it has a 
direct object or not. There are no other morphological changes. 
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191. a-p-j mahaj 
3s-open door 
‘He opens the door.’ 

 
192. mahaj  a-p-j 

door 3s-open 
‘The door opens.’ 

 
The verb /m-ndzar/ ‘see’, involves someone seeing someone else in what seems an 

ordinary transitive verb, as follows. 

193. Mala a-mndzar awak 
Mala 3s-see goat 
‘Mala sees a goat.’ 

 
However, removing the direct object gives two possibilities, one a stative sense and 

the second a middle sense. 

194. Mala a-mndzar 
Mala 3s-see 
‘Mala sees (i.e., he is not blind) / Mala can be seen.’ 

 

With the addition of a ‘body part’ direct object, the verb has an active meaning but 
without an explicit object. 

195. Mala a-mndzar ele 
Mala 3s-see eye 
‘Mala looks.’ 

 

The verb /r-/-j  ‘to be beautiful’ involves a thing and its quality, but the person 
whose opinion is being cited is also a grammatical participant in Moloko. This means that 
the verb can be either intransitive or transitive. 

196. dalaj a-r-j 
girl 3s-be.beautiful 
‘The girl is beautiful.’ 

 
197. dalaj a-r-aw 

girl 3s-be.beautiful-1sIO 
‘The girl is beautiful to me.’ 

 
A final example, the verb /h-j/ ‘say’, is often collocated with a ‘body part’ direct 

object ma ‘mouth’, to mean ‘greet’. In the form with ma, the semantic picture involves 
someone communicating some words to someone else. All of these parts are normally coded 
in Moloko. 

198. Mala a-h-a ma ana  hor  aha 
Mala 3s-greet-3sIO word/mouth to wife 3sPOSS 
‘Mala greets his wife’ 

 
However, it can also be intransitive. 
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199. a-h-j baj 
3s-say-j not 
‘He didn’t say.’ 

 

The verb can also be given a passive feeling using an impersonal subject, the 3p 
subject prefix. Moloko has no passive construction but uses an impersonal subject to suppress 
the actor/subject. 

200. ta-h-ok ma 
3p-greet-2s mouth 
‘You are being greeted.’ 

 
Literally, ‘They are greeting you’, but this construction is used even when the person 

greeting is singular, and the speaker knows who it is. 

In summary, there probably are some Moloko verbs that can only be intransitive, and 
others that must be transitive or ditransitive. However the majority of verbs in Moloko can 
be transformed simply by changing the expression of participants. 

8.2. Expression of Semantic Patient 
Another interesting aspect of valency is the grammatical means of coding the 

semantic patient. Certain verbs code the semantic patient as grammatical direct object. 
Others code it as grammatical ‘indirect object’. Others use a reciprocal construction. The 
driving factor is lexical. Compare the following examples using the verbs /k-/ ‘kill’ and /b-j/ 
‘hit’. 

201. a-ka me 
3s-kill person 
‘He killed the person.’ 

 
When this patient is expressed in the verb phrase, a direct object pronoun is used. 

202. a-ka na 
3s-kill 3sDO 
‘He killed him.’ 

 
Compare with the verb /b-j/ ‘hit’, which uses ‘indirect object’ affix to code the 

semantic patient. 

203. a-b-a ana me 
3s-hit-3sIO to person 
‘He hit the person.’ 

 
204. a-b-a 

3s-hit-3sIO 
‘He hit him.’ 

 

This suggests that with verbs like /k-/ ‘kill’, the grammatical direct object is really 
the patient, and undergoes a changed state. For verbs like /b-j/ ‘hit’, the verb does not focus 
on the change of state, but on the action itself.  
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Reciprocals are the only grammatically inflected valency forms. To form the idea of a 
verb which is reciprocal, the words hrva ‘body’ or its contraction va are used, as seen in the 
following examples (also see examples 137–139 in section 5.1.3). 

205. K-k-om va. 
2-kill-2p body 
‘You (p) fight each other.’ 

 

206. k-nd-om  va  a  va  ava 
2-love-2p body in body in 
‘You love one another.’ 

 

207. kafta me ahaj t-g va =va na, nu-wuok-om =ala draj. 
day person p 3p-throw body PERF TOP 1pex-separate DIRtowards head 
‘On the day that they had finished fighting each other, we separated as equals.’ 

The verb /bal/-j ‘wash’ can be reflexive or transitive, depending on whether it has a 
grammatical direct object or not. Its reflexive form doesn’t mark the semantic patient at all. 

208. n-bal-j 
1s-wash-j 
‘I wash myself.’ 
 

209. n-bal-j zana 
1s-wash -j clothes 
‘I wash clothes.’ 

9. Conclusion  
This sketch of the Moloko verb phrase has revealed many things typical of Chadic 

languages. Verbs are built on a consonantal skeleton with a superimposed tonal melody. The 
system is aspectual and modal, not based on tense. Tone on the subject prefix realises aspect, 
and vowel quality realises mood. There is a rich verbal morphology, with verbal extensions 
expressing the direction and location of the action and also the perfect. The verb and its 
extensions form a close semantic, morphological, and syntactical unit. There is not a lot of 
variation in the word order of the elements of the verb phrase, but participant marking 
allows a great flexibility in transitivity. Ideophones figure greatly in the expression of the 
action.  

Further study is called for in a number of areas, and to extend these findings into 
discourse. Other tonal melodies are possible and need investigation. The hortative modal 
system needs substantiation with more data especially for /a-/ prefix and single syllable 
verbs, where changes in vowel quality would appear to be masked. Also, more study of the 
hortative mood is necessary with a wider variety of verbs and contexts. Lexical transitivity 
and also participant reference in verbs of a narrative would be very interesting from a 
discourse perspective, as would a deeper study of interactions between aspect and mood and 
the use of the different aspects and moods in discourse.  
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10. Abbreviations 
ADJ    adjectivizer 

ANA    anaphoric referent 

AS    associative marker 

DEM    demonstrative 

DEP    dependent clause 

DIR    directional 

DO    direct object 

-e    palatalisation suffix 

EXT    existential 

HAB    habitual aspect 

HOR    hortative mood 

ID    ideophone 

IMPV    imperative 

INC    incomplete marker 

incl    inclusive 

indef    indefinite pronoun 

INF    infinitive 

IO    indirect object (recipient/beneficiary) 

IPFV    imperfective aspect  

-j    /-j/ suffix, see section 2.4 

p    plural 

PERF    perfect 

PFV    perfective aspect 

POSS    possessive 

PROG    progressive aspect 

Q    question word 

RE    repetitive aspect 

s    singular 

sp.marg   speech margin 

TOP    topicalization particle with a different function 

Y/NQ    yes or no question 

1    first person 
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1pin    first person plural inclusive 

1pex    first person plural exclusive 

2    second person 

3    third person 

Ø    none 

-    affix boundary 

=    clitic boundary 

+    multiple processes on the same morpheme 

.   separates multiple English words that serve as the 
gloss for one Moloko morpheme 
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Appendix A. Verb List 
Verbs are listed by 2s imperative form (citation form).  Chart shows syllable 
structure, prosody, and underlying tone for each verb. 
 
Abbreviations: 
In underlying form column: 
L liquid (r or l) 
n final consonant n 
 
In tone columns: 
M1 mid tone on -j syllable of toneless verb 
M2 mid tone on -j syllable of underlying low tone verb 
? unable to definitely state the underlying tone 
 
2s 
imperative 

Underlying 
form 

Underlying 
tone 

Tone on 
imperative 

Gloss 

baj /C/-j  L  L light 
baaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 marry 
balaj /CaC/-j  H  HH wash in general 
baaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 weed, breathe 
bataj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 evaporate 
baz /a-CC/ L?  L harvest 
bdzakaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM dig shallow 
bdzgamaj /CCCaC/-j  L  LLLM crawl 
brkadaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM collect, squeeze 
brwaaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM drive 
bokaj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 cultivate 2nd time, be 

bald, bald 
bolaj /a-CaCw/-j L?  LM2 knead, soak 
aj /C/-aj  H  H hit 
ah /CaC/  M  M sew 
al /CC/  H  H stir 
alen /CaCN/  M ?  MH build up to 
ar /CC/  H  H shoot (arrow) 
araj /CaC/-j  H  HH restless when sick 
asaj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 put up with, death 
een /CaCny/ L ?  LL count 
raj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 throw a fit  
aj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 cough 
oroj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 go up, climb 
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2s 
imperative 

Underlying 
form 

Underlying 
tone 

Tone on 
imperative 

Gloss 

ortsoj /CLCw/-j  M  MH first pounding, tear to 
pieces 

tsaaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH skewer 
tsaaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH smooth 
tsaaj /CC/-j  M  MH clear 
tsaaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 castrate 
tsahaj /CaC/-aj  M  M get water 
tsahaj /CaC/-j  H  HH ask 
tsahaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH scar 
tsapaj /CaC/-j  M  MH drape, double 
tsar /CC/  H  H climb 
tsar /CaC/  M  M taste good 
tsaraj /CaC/-j  H  HH tear up 
tsaraj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 fold (legs) 
tsaaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH pierce, cut 
tsaaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1  have a headache 
te /Cy/  H  H be small 
tefe /CaCy/  M?  MH betray 
tsenaj /Cny/  H  H understand 
tsokaj /CCaCw/-j  M  MMH crouch, squat 
tsfaaj /CCC/-j  M  MMH ask 
tdzen /CCNy/   LL lose , get lost 
tskafaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH get up 
tskalaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH assemble, unite 
tskaaj /CCC/-j  L  LLM forget 
tke /CCy/  M  MH stand up, standing 
tslokoj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 peel 
tsahaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM cut, chop 
tsokoj /CaCw/-j  M  MH undress 
dabaj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 follow, look for, search for 
da /CC/  toneless  L fall 
dafaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 bump 
dal /a-CC/  L  L go beyond, go past, 

overtake, pass 
damaj /CC/-j   LL? succeed (at work) 
dar /CC/ toneless L recoil ; back away, push 

away, recoil, approach, 
move (house) 

dar /CC/  H  H burn, grill, to get on 
someone's nerves 

daraj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 plant, snore, bow low, 
pray 
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daaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 castrate, sterilize 
daaj /CaC/-j ?  LM1 join, tie, cross, 

intersection 
dav /CC/   L drop, throw, lay eggs 
de /Cy/  L  L cook 
dbakaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM relieve 
dbanaj /CCC/-j  L  LLM teach, learn 
dngaaj /CCC/-j  L  LLM lean back 
dja /Cj/   HM take many 
dokoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 arrive 
ak /CC/  H  H?  block up 
akaj /CaC/-j  M  MH show, tell 
as /CC/  M  M weigh, respect 
aaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH reproduce, multiply 
a /CC/  toneless  L spread for building 
e /Cy/  M  M to soak in order to soften 
galaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM think 
gotsoj /CCaCw/-j  L  LLM stalk 
otsoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 squeeze, juice 
fa /CC/  M  M put, down 
faaj /Cac/-j  H  HH fold, create 
fakaj /CaC/-j  M  MH uproot, knock down tree 
far /CC/  H  H scratch 
fat /CC/  M  M grow, sprout 
fataj /CaC/-j  M  MH lower, go down, land 
fe /Cy/  M  M blow in an instrument, 

play an instrument 
ftaaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH sharpen to a point 
fokoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH whistle with your lips 
gabaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 constipate 
gar /CC/  H  H grow up 
garaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 own, measure, order 
garaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 frighten, tremble 
gas /CC/  toneless  L take hold of, catch, 

accept, stop, accept, obey 
gazaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 nod 
ge /Cy/  H  H make, do 
gokoj /CCaCw/-j  L  LLM bend over 
gdgalaj /CCCaC/-j  L  LLLM get fat 
gdgaraj /CCCaC/-j  L  LLLM granulate, weave 
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gdzah /CCaC/ L?  LL pull 
gdzakaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM hang 
gdzar /CCaC/ M?  MM take or steal by force  
gzamaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM lose weight 
gotsoj /CCw/-j  toneless  LM1 throw, sow 
gohoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 brush 
goloj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 to silence 
goroj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 strip leaves from stalk 
gortsoj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 sniff, slurp 
gvoj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 rot meat or skin to flavor 

food 
gzoj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 tan 
haj /C/-j  H  H say 
ha /CC/  M  M break 
haaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 dance 
hakaj /CaC/-j  M  MH push 
halaj /CaC/-j  H  HH gather, organise 
hamaj /CaC/-j  H  HH pay certain debt 
hmaj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 run 
har /CaC/  toneless  L make, build 
har /CaC/  M  M carry , move 
hrkaj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 beg 
ha /CC/  M  M swell, blow up, abcess, 

boil 
hadza /Caj/  ?  HM crush, grind with stone 
hdzgaaj /CCCaC/-j  M?  MMMH limp 
hra /CLC/   MM  jump, pull out 
hroj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 dissolve 
hoj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 rot 
dzaj /C/-j  toneless?  L?  speak 
dzakaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 lean 
dzapaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 mix, stir 
dzav /CC/  toneless  L plant 
dzokoj /CCaCw/-j ?  L  LLM mash 
dzgor /CCCw/ L?  LL watch, care 
dznaj /CC/-j L?  LL help 
dzohoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 save, economise 
dzokoj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 pack down 
dzoroj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 soak, wash clothes, 

washed 
kaaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH cook/stir quickly next to 

fire (sauce or pap) 
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ka /CC/  M  M kill, beat 
kaaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH prune, close eyes of dead 
kapaj /CaC/-j  M  MH roughcast (plaster) 
karaj /CaC/-j  H  HH steal, thief 
ka /CC/  M  M wait, watch 
kwaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 search 
ktsaj /CCC/-j  M  MMH snap 
ktsaj /CCC/-j  M  MMH blink quickly 
ktsawaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM trap, seize 
kmbhoj /CCCw/-j  L  LLM wrap 
krawaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM scrape 
kraj /CLC/-j  M  MH chew 
krkaj /CLC/-j  M  MH kneel 
krwaj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 cultivate 2nd time 
ktaj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 punish 
kwaj /CC/-j  ?  MH2? inebriate 
koloj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH dry 
koroj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 put 
krsoj /CLCw/-j  M  MH sweep 
krtoj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 undress, peel 
kroj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 mount 
laj /C/-j  M  M dig 
lagaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 accompany 
lamaj /CaC/-j  H  HH touch 
lawaj /CaC/-j  M  MH hang 
lawaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH mate 
lo /Caw/  H  H go 
makaj /CaC/-j  M  MH stop, let go, shut up 
malaj /CaC/-j  M  MH leave 
mlaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 enjoy, to be happy, 

happiness 
mrtsaj /CLC/-j  M  MH put horizontally, 

horizontal 
mat /CC/  M  M die 
mndatsaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM gather 
mndzar /CCaC/   LL see, resemble 
mba /CC/  toneless  L transform, turn, change, 

become 
mbaaj /CaC/-j  H  HH swear, jump  
mbahaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 call 
mbar /CC/  H  H heal, care for 
mbasaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 smile, laugh 
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mba /CC/  toneless  L destroy 
mbe /Cy/  M  M argue, scold 
mbesen /CaCny/  ?  HM rest, breathe, live, last 
mbeten /CaCny/  ?  HM put out, extinguish 
mbrmaj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 blink slowly, break 

violently 
mbraj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 pass 
mbrwaj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 destroy violently 
mbzen /CCny/   LL spoil 
mbotsoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 beat lightly 
mbloj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 skin, peel 
mbomoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 gather with a stick 
mbrtsoj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 untie 
nah /CaC  M  M ripen, mature 
ndadza /CaJ/ ? ? in progress 
ndaaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 like, want 
ndahaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LN1 reprimand, scold 
ndar /CC/  H     H weave 
ndavaj /CaC/-j  H  HH finish 
ndawaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 swallow 
ndawaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 insult, hurt 
ndaz /CC/  toneless  L pierce 
ndraj /CC/-j   LL stay, leave 
ndeen /CaCny/  ?  HM make cold, cold 
ndlkadaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM lick 
ndrdoj /CLCw/-j  M  MH stretch 
ndooj /CaCw/-j  H  HH explode 
ndzahaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 roast 
ndzakaj /CaC/-j  H  HH find, receive, succeed, hope 
ndzaraj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH comb, separate 
ndze /Cy/  H  H suffice, leave 
ndze /Cy/  L  L sit, stay, live, attain, 

seated 
ndzeren /CaCny/  ?  HM groan, push baby in 

delivery  
ngaj /C/-j  L  L to work with wood or 

grasses to make 
something 

ngaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 burn 
ngah /CaC/  toneless  L hide, cover, protect 
ngal /CaC/  toneless  L return 
nglaj /CC/-j  H  HH only 

non CaC/-j 
defend 
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ngar /CC  H  H prevent 
ngaraj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 tear 
ngraj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 to be in conflict 
ngaaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 show, introduce 
ngaz /CC/  toneless  L flow, leak 
ngatsaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH butt with horns 
ngrasaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM wrinkle the skin 
ngrwaj /CLCw/-j  toneless?  LM1 break, tear away 
ngwaaj /CCaCw/-j  L  LLM simmer 
paj /C/-j  M  M open 
ptsaj /CC/-j  M  MH bring 
paaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH bite, chew 
pahaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH speak badly of someone 

for one's own interest 
palaj /CaC/-j  H  HH choose 
plaj /CLC/-j  M  MH shell 
plaj /CLC/-j  M  MH split in half 
pamaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH fan 
par /CC/  H  H pay 
praj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 spray 
prtaj /CLC/-j  M  MH remove forcibly 
pasaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH take away 
pa /CC/  M  M break 
paaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 decimate, kill many 
pataj /CaC/-j  M  MH wipe, rub 
ptsahaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH remove insides 
pakaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH wake 
pakaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM chop 
psakaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH detach 
potsoj /CaCw/-j   wear something small, 

small article of clothing 
of leather 

poloj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 scatter 
raj /CC/-j  M  MH be beautiful 
rah /CC/  H?  H?  fill up 
rah /CC/  M?  M? pluck 
rtsoj /CCw/-j  M  MH block up 
saaj /CaC/-j  M  MH exceed 
sahaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH cut, carve, prune 
sak /CC/  H  H?  multiply 
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sakaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH sift 
slaj /CLC/- j  toneless?  LM1 cross ankles 
sar /CC/  H  H know 
srkaj /CLC/-j  M  MH get used to 
se /Cy/  M  M drink 
sataj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH trick, tempt 
sdaraj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM misbehave 
skom /CCCw/  M?  MH3c buy, sell, pay 
sja /Cj/  ?  HM cut 
sooj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH suck 
sokoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH whisper 
sloj /a-CCw/-j  M  MH cook on fire 
soroj /CaCw/-j  toneless  LM1 slide 
aj /C/-j  M  M hunt, slit throat 
ahaj /CaC/-j  H  HH mix grain and ashes to 

prevent insects from 
eating seeds 

apaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH plait 
ar /CC/  H  H send 
araj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH slip, slide 
ataj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH fix, repair 
ohoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH leave in secret, go 

shamefully 
ohoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH take leaves of stalk 
aaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 pound, beat, help up 

(boost), shelf 
ah /CaC/  toneless  L cry (dog, cock) 
kaj /a-CC/-j  L  LM2 suffer, pain, sorrow 
an /Cn/  L  L start, beginning 
apaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 discuss 
ar /CC/  H  H pierce, inject 
ar /a-CC/  L  L kick 
avaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 swim 
awaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 fear 
ge /CCy/ L?  LL throw, sow 
rav /CLC/ L?  LL go out, appear 
okoj /a CaCw/-j  L  LM2 gnaw 
okoj /a-CaCw/-j  L  LM2 squeeze out 
tatsaj /CaC/-j  M  MH close 
ta /CC/  M  M fall 
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taf /CC/  M  M spit 
tah /CaC/  toneless  L pile 
tah /CaC/  M  M reach out 
tahaj /CaC/-j  M  MH boost 
talaj /CaC/-j  H  HH take a walk 
tam /CC/  H  H save 
tapaj /CaC/-j  M  MH stick 
tar /CC/  H  H enter 
taraj /CaC/-j  M  MH call 
traj /CLC/-j  M  MH tie off 
taaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH curse 
tkam /CCaC/  M?  MH3c taste 
tkaraj /CCaC/-j  M?  MH3c try, invite 
tkasaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM cross 
tkosoj /CCaCw/-j  M  MMH fold (legs) 
tlawaj /CLCaC/-j  L  LLM be sticky 
tlokoj /CCaCw/-j  L  LLM drip 
tmbaaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM twist 
tmbalaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM shake out stones 
tvalaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM hunt 
twaaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM cross 
twe /CCy/  M  MH cry 
toj /CCw/-j  M  MH wind, roll 
tohoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH trace 
tokoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH tap 
tosoj /a-CaCw/-j  M  MH bud, uproot 
vaj /C/-j  L  L?  winnow 
vahaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 fly 
vakaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 burn, grill 
vlaj /CC/-j L?  LL give 
vlaj /CC/-j H?  HH boil 
var /a-CC/  L  L build roof 
varaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 chase out 
vraj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 boil 
vasaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 a wipe-out, cancel 
vawaj /CaC/-j  toneless  LM1 twist, hang, twisted, 

lunacy, madness 
ve /Cy/  L  L spend time, year 
vnahaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM vomit 
watsaj /CaC/-j  H  HH write 
waaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH spread out 
wahaj /a-CaC/-j  M  MH waste 
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wal /CC/  H  H attach, tie 
walaj /CaC/-j  H  HH dismantle 
waraj /CaC/-j  H  HH to take upon oneself 
wrkaj /CLC/-j  M  MH pay 
was /CC/  M  M cultivate, weed, shave 
wasaj /CaC/-j  H  HH populate 
wa /CC/  M  M eat first before idols 
waaj /CaC/-j  H  HH melt, liquidize 
waaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 shine 
waj /CC/-j  toneless  LM1 publish, announce 
wazaj /a-CaC/-j  L  LM2 shake, shine light around 
we /Cy/  M  M give birth, be born 
wtsaaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH shine 
wakaj /CCaC/-j  M  MMH share, divide 
woj /CC/-j  M  MH populate 
wloj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 devour 
jaaj /CaC/-j  M  MH tire 
za /CC/irr  L  L take, carry 
zaraj /CaC/-j  H  HH linger 
zraj /CLC/-j  toneless?  LM1 watch intently 
ze /Cy/  H  H smell, stink 
zmbaaj /CCaC/-j  L  LLM glorify 
zokaj /CaCw/-j  toneless  LM1 try 
zom /CCw/  H  H eat 
zroj /a-CCw/-j  L  LM2 notice, inspect 

 

Appendix B. Sample Narrative 
 
The storyteller is Ali Gaston of Ftak, male, 27 years, 2001.  Ali Gaston also did the word 
processing and translation of this story.  The following narrative is written using the 
orthography.  Tone is not marked.  The verb phrases are in bold.   
 
Lbara ma bahay a hay n  
news words chief AS house with 
 
ndam slrele ahan ahay makar: Agozlak, okfom, andbaba. 
person work 3sPOSS p 3 rooster souris canard 
‘The story of the man of the house and his three employees:  the rooster, the mouse, and the duck’ (title) 
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1. Nafat enen aba na, bahay a hay o-lo a kosoko ava, 
day indef EXT TOP chief AS house 3s-go in market in 
‘One day, the chief of the house went to market’ 

 
2. a-skom =ala ele ahay gam.   

3s-buy DIRtowards thing p many 
‘He bought many things.’ 

 
3. A-wak-ata ele  ngndye ana ndam slrele ahan ahay. 

3s-divide-3pIO thing that to person work 3sPOSS p 
‘He divided the things amongst his workmen,’ 
 

4. A-wy : « Hor-om  =alay a hay ava. »  
sp.marg    take-2pIMPV DIRaway in house in 
‘saying, “Take these things into the house” ’ 

 
5. Kwaya a-s-an ama-d-ata  =aka  =va  

because 3s-want-3sIO SUB-prepare-3pIO on PERF 
 

azan ana ndam slrele ahan ahay. 
temptation to person work 3sPOSS p 
‘Because he wanted to tempt his workmen [in order to know who was the thief among them].’ 

 
6. Tta am-beh-e  na  =alay  =va ele na,  

3p SUB-pour-e 3sDO DIRaway PERF thing TOP 
‘After having put his things down,’ 

 
7. okfom, ndahan a-mba =aka =alay ele, 

mouse 3s 3s-change on DIRaway eye 
‘the mouse went back’ 

 
8. kr m-kr-e =aka =ala va. 

steal INF-steal-e on DIRtowards PERF 
‘and stole a few things.’ 

 
9. Okfom na, aw a-ndaya a-kar-ay. 

mouse TOP ID.elsewhere 3s-PROG 3s-steal-j 
‘Now the mouse had been a thief in other places.’ 

 
10. Nafat enen tere ga ese, bahay a hay na, 

day indef other ADJ again chief AS house TOP 
 

o-lo  a lhe. 
3s-go in bush 
‘Another day, the chief of the house went to the bush.’ 

 
11. Tokko o-lo na, 

before 3s-go TOP 
‘Before he left,’ 
 

12. ndahan ngah ma-ngh-ata =aka  =va yam a ver ahan ava,  
3s hide INF-hide-3pIO on PERF water in room 3sPOSS in 
‘he had hidden water in his room [because the duck loved water].’ 
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13. dendl, andra tta  =aka =alay ese. 
ID.lift.something ground.nut 3p on DIRaway again 
‘He also put ground nuts in the house [because the mouse loved ground nuts].’ 

 
14. Ndahan ng-y  ma-ng aka =alay prgom ahay. 

3s make.out.of.grass INF-make.out.of.grass on DIRaway trap p 
‘He made traps out of grass.’ 

 
15. A-mbesen cacapa hara kro na. 

3s-wait until hour 10 TOP 
‘He waited until ten o’clock.’ 

 
16. Agozlak a-tar-ata ma, 

rooster 3s-call-3pIO word 
‘The rooster called to them,’ 

 
17. a-wy : « Ndam wla ahay, egne na, 

sp.marg    person 1sPOSS p today TOP 
 

g-ok ene asabay na, loko abay.  
do-2pIMPV wisdom again.not TOP 1pin EXT.not 
‘saying, “Today, my people, if we don’t pay attention, we will be punished!’ 

 
18. Kwaya ele ahay jyga t-ngah-aloko =aka =va.   

because thing p all 3p-hide-1pinIO on PERF 
‘Because all the things are already hidden.’ 

 
19. A-s-aw na, ko way w m-m =va n may ahan. »  

3s-want-1sIO TOP until who also INF-die PERF with hunger 3sPOSS 
‘I would that every one of us dies of hunger [rather than take the patron’s things]” ’ 

 
20. « Slom ga, slom ga, »  

  good ADJ good ADJ 
‘[the others replied, ] “Good, good!” ’ 

 
21. Klen t-waak-ay har.   

then 3p-separate-j body 
‘Then, they parted ways.’ 

 
22. Agozlak o-lo e-nje war ahan a hay ava.   

rooster 3s-go 3s-sit sleep 3sPOSS in house in 
‘The rooster went to sleep inside the house.’ 

 
23. Nata okfom a-tal =alay gerzlw na.   

and mouse 3s-walk DIRaway IDwalk TOP 
‘The mouse walked back tiptoe.’ 

 
24. A-mnjar =alay  andra. 

sp.marg DIRaway ground.nut 
‘He saw the ground nuts,’ 
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25. A-wy o-lo =aka =alay na. 
sp.marg 3s-go on DIRaway TOP 
‘saying that he would take them.’ 

 
26. Hndac prgom a-mbzl-an =aka. 

IDtrap.springs trap 3s-trap-3sIO on 
‘Snap! The trap caught him.’ 

  
27. Andbaba w a-mnjar =alay yam. 

duck also 3s-see DIRaway water 
‘The duck also, he saw the water.’ 

 
28. A-wy o-lo =aka  =alay na. 

sp.marg 3s-go on DIRaway TOP 
‘He said that he would go onto it.’ 

 
29. Pm ! ndahan a-mbzl-an =aka ese.   

IDsound.of.trap.springing 3s 3s-trap-3sIO on also 
‘Bang! He was also trapped.’ 

 
30. Agwazlak e-cen na boblo pasl-pasl-pasl-pasl-pasl. 

rooster 3s-hear TOP IDcries IDsound.of.wings.beating.on.earth 
‘The rooster heard the cries and the sounds of wings beating the earth.’ 

 
31. Ndahan vh m-ngwl =va a wer ahan ava.   

3s IDsleep INF-retake PERF in sleep 3sPOSS in 
‘He went back to sleep.’ 

 
32. Bahay a hay w jek a-ngala a lhe ava.  

chief AS house also IDsuddenly 3s-return in bush in 
‘Suddenly, the chief of the house came back from the bush.’ 

 
33. Nata ndahan pk ma-p-ata =aka =va prgom ahay na.   

and 3s IDopen INF-open-3pIO on PERF trap p TOP 
‘He opened the traps.’ 

 
34. Awy : « Nde, egne na, na-sar lkwye =va azlaw.   

sp.marg     so today TOP 1s-know 2p PERF so 
‘He said, “And so, I already knew you before today. (or perhaps, just as I thought)’ 

 
35. Agwazlak, nok, koyo egne ava, ka-nje bahay a tta. »   

rooster 2s from today in 2s-sit chief AS 3p 
‘Rooster, from today on, you will be their chief.”’ 

 
36. Agozlak awy : « Swse ango bahay wla, Hrmblom m-sk-ok na. » 

rooster sp.marg thanks 2sPOSS chief 1sPOSS God 3s+HOR-multiply-2sIO 3sDO 
‘The rooster said, “Thank you my chief!  May God multiply it [the blessing] on you too!”’ 

 
37. Eleà a-c na, agozlak e-ge pm-pm-pm, kokoroglook !   

eye 3s-clear TOP rooster 3s-do ID-rooster.crowing 
‘Early the next day, the rooster cried, “Cock-a-doodle-doo !”’ 
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38. Awy : « Malan ma-nj-an ana Hrmblom. » 
sp.marg   glory 3s+HOR-sit-3sIO to God 
‘He was saying, “Glory be to God!” ’ 

 
39. Nata a-ngala bahay anga gnaw ahay a slala ga ava jyga. 

and 3s-return chief POSS animal p in village ADJ in all 
‘And he came back as the chief of all the animals in that village’ 

 
40. A-ndava 

3s-finish 
‘It is finished.’ 
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